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Rome, March 14. An attempt was an organization hut that his deed was
made to assassinate King Victor Em- the outcome of his individual aberramanuel this morning. Several shots tion. In all quarters of Rome, demonwere fired at the king, but all missed strations have been prepared to protheir target and his majesty escaped test against the outrage, whose effect
unhurt. His assailant was arrested.
has been to Increase Victor EmmanThe attempt on the king's life was uel's popularity among all classes.
Units majesty with Queen He
People who were present in the
lena were going from the palace to the Pantheon say that despite the nar- .Yi ttt a Art
nanana uua hnrl
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annual
tunf ha1
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i'uav In
unu, IUO klnn
" ttla
memorial service in honor of the late went through the service without a
King Humbert. The royal carriage tremor, the queen likewise showing
was preceded and followed by an es-- ; no signs of emotion. When the king
cort of cuirassiers.
and queen left the Pantheon in their
The procession was passing along closed carriage, the news of the
Via Lata, when three shots rang tack on his majesty had spread, and
the
out from amid the crowd. The sol- - immense crowds gathered in
diers following the carriage lmmedi- great open space in front,
The king's appearance gave the sig- ately dashed forward and as they did
so, their commander fell from his nal for an overwhelming outburst of
horse. The wounded officer was cheering from the crowd and the exmoved to one side ry some of tha citement almost reached frenzy by
Tn An while the others dashed Un to tha Hma thalr mntAntlAo
hnrl attained
the royal carriage wsere they found the Corso, near where the attempt
the king and queen sitting calm and had occured a short time before,
unmoved.
Throughout the return journey the
Meanwhile, the crowd seized the people along the streets and standing
and on balconies
man who fired the shots and attempt- - at the windows
ed to lynch him. He was so badly waved their handkerchiefs and cried
handled that he was scarcely able to enthusiastically "long live the king."
answer questions when he was hand-- j
rne impression made throughout
ed over to the police. The royal pro-- tne cuy Dy the attempt on the king's
cession was scarcely interrupted but Ufe lg one or the deepest concern,
the Pantheon, Tne Bewg ot the affair struck the
toward
proceeded
where the mass for King Humbert RomanB the more keenly because it
was completed without further incl- - occurrea- on the anniversary of the
dent and after the conclusion of the D,rth of tne late Kjng Humbert and
service the king and queen returned ,n tne mldgt of uje 8olemn services in
to the Quirinal along the same route, Ws melnory
Cm their arrival at the palace the
a touching scene occurred betweenmothklng learned for the first time that jug victor Emmanuel anu his
oi
nis
escort, major er the Dowager yueeu
itwi
the commander
Lang, had been seriojsly wounded, She had arrived at the Pantheon and
and his majesty at once Mat ted for was waiting for the coming of thwr
the hospital. He traveled in an open majesties. When Kin? Victor Emmanauotmobile, and showed no signs ot uel and Queen Helene came in they
ocenrrem
having passed through .in ordeal.
gave no hint of what had
it
The man who had ftred the shots, All assisted at the mass, and when
to
conrmea
to
he
waws over
had, in the meantime, been- taken
had been
the polliel station, the poTiejmen hav- mother that an attempt
life. Queen Margaing great diffftjnlty in passing through made on his
stunned. She
an
almost
intense
showed
rita appeared
the crowds which
immediate stood still and looked over the king as
wrean
to
desired
and
ger
in though to make sure that he was unvengeance. At the police station,
he wns harmed. Then she threw her arms
spite of the man's condition,
He around his neck and kissed him on
subjected to keen
Dalba,
Antoi.'.o
was
name
both cheeks. Many of those present
said his
hut
that
and
of
aw
21
was
wished to congratulate the king,
years
that he
waiting.
without
described
He
mason.
Pantheon
he left the
he was a stone
"
himself as an "individualist-anarchist,on the
and said he made the atiempi
the
rHn
a
protest
as
GAGNIER 18 DRAFTED.
king's life
14. A telehad, he
of
society.
Lincoln, Neb., March
organization
tHe
in
of the
a
gram from President Despain
said, taken np position
and wa.t-e- d
announced
here
Odescalchl
palace
club
Western league
near the
from the
that the Washington Amricans have
for the king's coming
carriage exercised their option on Eddie Gag-tilethe
royal
When
Quivinal.
where he
arrived opposite the palace
leading shortstop in the Westshots at
three
fired
he
ern league last season. The purchase
was standing
the king.
price is $2,000. It is understood that
All the circumstances read to the an American association club is dicbelief that the assailant of his majes- kering with Washington for the play
of er.
ty was not concerned in any plot
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and the cattle and sheep losses are
still coming in and those of more recent date can be relied on as more
accurate than the early statements
regarding losses. The losses in northern New Mexico are heavy and will
reach almost 25 per cent, according
to a letter received today from William Frank, jr., prominent sheep' man
of Holland.
Mr. Prank in a letter
to The Optic says:
On February 24 about 4:30 o'clock
in the afternoon it started snowing
very heavily and continued through
the night and all day Sunday until
5:30 o'clock In the afternoon. Sunday
was fierce, it blew so hard that in
some places there was no snow left.
but was drifted badly . Creeks Tram-para- s
and Penavetltos were full of
snow as well as the canyons. It was
the worst snow ever seen in this part
of the country. The fall was not less
than 18 or 20 inches.
Sheep men and cattle men suffered
severely and are sUH suffering as
weather continues cloudy and cold.
News of tha storm is coming slowly
as the roads are impassable. Losses
reported so far are as follows: William Frank lost 400, from three herds;
Valentin Martinez out of 1,300 lost
250; Pedro Miera out of 1,000 lost
150; Lucas E. Gallagos out of 4,000
lost 1,500; Boney Garcia out of 1,400
lost 400; Jose M. Gonzales saved 800
out of 3,000. DelfurEspinosa lost
out of three herdB; Chris Otto
lost about 1,200; Jose Dominguez, of
a herd of 1,100, saved only 60 head;
Frank tytasteUs lost 1,500; Juan Vigil
and Sons lost 1,200; R. L Palmer lost
l COO. All of these sheep were buried
under from eight to 12 feet of snow.
All sheep met1 suffered and t lies 3 are
from.
or-'a few who have been he
Ti it. feared ihat the Um will reach
2) r.f r cent and it would not be a
surprise if it wold go over that.
Herds of sheep were completely
buried under the suow to a depth ot
from eight to 10 feet. One herd of
2,500 wethers was under eight feet
of snow and not one was saved. Cat-tie are also suffering and the loss
will be heavy aB creeks and canyons
are fullof them. John Knox has found
10 buried under the snow. Frank Du
Bois lost 10 in a corral under 12 feet
of snow and it is feared hundreds of
head of cattle are buried in the snow,
Several houses were completely
covered by snow, and it was neces-- !
It was
sary to call for assistance.
froz- were
17
freighters
reported that
en between Amistad and Nara Vise,
but it is not known if this Is true,
it is also reported that 16 herders
were frozen around Gallegos, south
from here. This is a nnrd blow for
sheen men and cattle men, especially
tho former as their losses will be enor
mous. North of here, towards Clayton
and Folsom snow was reported from
not
one to two feet high, where it was
not
drifted badly. If the weather does
a
shortage
will
be
there
of food as the few merchants around
nearhere are running short and the
40 miles
is
town
Clayton.
est railroad
from here.
-d
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NOBODY WANTS JOB
Arts.; March 14. No one
want
the office of mayor of
seems to
are
and other city offices
Douglas,

r,

J
J

j

Douglas
time
equally unpopular. Though the
nomina
for
petition
for
filing
limit
including
tn 11 city offices,
to run,
more
two
but
days
mayor, has
but two petitions have been filed,
neither of these for mayor. An effort
ticket in the
to get a
field failed.

$22,-624.1-

$22,624.12.

Engineer George E. Morrison received two certificates equal to $1,000
on engineering contract and leaves a
balance due him of $200. All other
claims have been paid out of the gea
eral fund and charged against the
sewer fund. Interest on sewer certifi
cates accrued from July I, 1911, to
January 1, 1912, amounting to $585,
has been paid out of the general fund.
All other cash payments during the
construction of the sewer from its beginning have been paid out of the general fund and charged against the
sewer fund, as has been done with
claims at consummation of the work.
Sewer assessments paid during the
month of December, January and Feb$4,663.01
ruary aggregate
(Expenditures
during con$2,031.96
struction
Warrant sent to McGovern
2,124.12.
and Ryan
Total
Balance in fund
Total

BY

LOWER

$4,156.08
606.93
.$4,663.01

n

(Continued on Page Four).
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Judge Is Shot Dead as He Pronounces
Sentence Upon Convicted
Floyd Allen

ADOPT8
A

LIST OF EMPLOYES.

ORDER MINORITY

That the new sewer system has
been completed tor several months, is
in good working order and has been
entirely paid for was the gratifying
report made to the city council at Its
regular meeting last night. Reports
by City Clerk Charles Tamme and City
Engineer George E. Morrison were
read. They showed that the contractors had been paid for their services
122,624.12.
For extra work and other
services the necessity for which was
not forseen at the time of the letting
of the contract, Messrs. McGovern and
Ryan, the contractors, were paid
in excess of the footing of the
original proposal sheet. This extra
remuneration was approved by the
city engineer and itemized in his report. Mr. Morrison's report is lengthy
and contans many details. For that
reason it is not published here. The
report of Mr. Tamme, which contains
the salient portions of Mr. Morrison's
statement, is fat follows:
8anltary Sewer.
Report
March 13, 1912.
and Ryan
Contractors McGovern
finished the physical work of the sewer system known as District B of the
Rosewater survey during the month
The actual work
of October, 1911.
done and material furnished by contractors Is as follows:
Six inch pipe, 353 feet; no quantity
given in proposal. Eight Inch pipe,
21,441.30 feet: quantity given in proposal, 19,750 feet. Ten inch pipe,
feet; quantity given in proposfeet. Manholes, 58; quantity
3,350
al,
given in proposal, 60. Flush tanks, li.
Twelve and fifteen inch pipe, as given
in proposal sheet, was not needed and
therefore not used.
Extra work as furnished by contractors is shown by Engineer Morrison's report and amounts to $527,64.
It is itemized in his report attached
hereto. This unforseen cost is attributed to the fact that no map of
the additions to the old sewer could
be had and also to many Imperfections in the construction of the origi
nal system. The total amount thus
coming to the contractors lis
as against the footing of the
proposal sheet of $20,663, an excess
of $1,961.12.
Contractors were given in payat $500 each,
ment 41 certificates
making a total of $20,500, and city war.
rant for $2,124.12, making a total of
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$22,624.12 HOUSE TO NAME COMMITTEES

RECENT TE8T SHOWED THE SEW
ER TO BE A MODEL OF
Reports from the northern part of
the state regarding the recent snow
CONSTRUCTIVE WORK.

Italy's Ruler Continues to Pantheon and Calmly Assists at the
Ceremonies in Memory of His Dead Father He Showed
No Fear or Emotion Though He Keenly Realized His Nearness to Death

m.

WAS

BY

THE DRAFT OF
THE COMMITTEE
NAMED FOR THAT PURPOSE.

REPORT OF SENATE

8HEEP.

The Guilty Culprit Is Captured and Narrowly Escapes Lynching at Hands
of a Mob
WAS

RECEIVES

CITY ENGINEER AT MEETING LAST NIGHT.

SUFFER ENORMOUS LOSS

SHOT

CITY EDITION.
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SEWER SYSTEM IS BOTH HOUSES OF ENTIRE COURT WIPED OUT

ASSASSINS ATTEMPT TO TAKE

THE

-

DAILY OPTIC,

ZA

THE SAME FATE

FOR

THE PROSECUTOR

DOWN

MOTION TO HAVE 8ERQEANTAT
ARM8 ELECTED FROM DEMOCRATIC 8I0E DEFEATED.

Sheriff, in Attempting lo Get aJ Ringleaders, Is Dropped by Bullets
Entire Population of Virginia Town, Where the Outrage
Occurred, Gives Chase to the Assassins, Brothers
and Friends of Allen, Who Also Escaped

Santa Fe, N. M., March 14. Both
houses only met to adjourn until tomorrow, the senate to give time for
Hillsville, Va., March 14. In ajlhe shooting, with an oailh and a de- the committee on rules to draft a reflame of unprecedented outlawry, the claratlon that ho would never go to
port and the house to permit the ap- entire human fabric of the Carrol Jail. The officer was
stopped by a
pointing of committees.
ounty circuit court in session here storm of bullets and crumpled, dead
The committees named yesterday
today was wiped out by assassination. in a heap on the floor.
afternoon by the senate are as fol- .lust
as Judge Thornton Massie had
By this time the shootlnE In the
lows:
sentenced Floyd Allen to one year court room had become general and
Rules.
in prison for aiding in the escape of there was a wild rush of the unarmed
H. B. Holt, chairman; E. C. Cramp a county
prisoner, two of Allen's for windows and doors.
ton, Isaac Barth.
brothers and several of their friends
Dexter Goad, clerk of the court,
Judiciary.
opened fir.j with revolvers.
received a bullet wound in his neck
E. C. Crampton, chairman; H. B.
Judge Massie fell dead in his place and is desperately hurt. His death
Holt, L. C. Ilfeld, E. A. Miera, B. F. on the bench on
the first volley. would mean the wiping out of the last
Pankey, Gregory Page, W. B. Walton, Then the weapons were turned on of
the court officers. Judge Massie
C. H. Alldredge, Isaac Barth.
Common wealth Attorney William Fos was one of the most prominent jurFinance.
ter and he sank to the floor with ists of the state and recently was
John S. Clark, chairman; T. D. several bullets in his brain, death considered for
promotion to ithe VirBurns, Boleslo Romero, C. J. Laugh- - being instantaneous.
8herlff Lewis ginia supreme court.
ren H. B. Hill, James F. Hinkle, Jo- Webb, who made a frantic effort to
Two More Victims Dead
seph Sulzer.
reach the ringleaders, was shot dead
Dexter
Goad, clerk of the cour, end
Railroads.
before he had taken ten steps. Sev
Gregory Page, chairman; Juan Na eral of the jurors who had tried the Juror Douglass, who were wounded
varro, E. C. Crampton, Fred F. Doepp, case were wounded seriously, J. H. during the fighting in the court room,
died late today. This makes a total
James F. Hinkle.
Blankenship probably fatally.
of five dead up to this time.
State Affair.
The Aliens, including the prisoner
John S.
E. A. Miera, chairman;
and their friends, after the killing of
Mountaineers are Treej
Clark, Juan Navarro, C. J. Laughren, the sheriff, backed slowly out of the
E. C. Crampton, A. J. Evans, Fred F.
would-bCincinnati, Ohio, March 14. A spepursuers
room, holding all
Doepp.
in in check at the point of revolvers. cial from Bristol, Tenn., says that 17
Private, County and Municipal Corpo- Qnce outside they made a dash for of the mountaineers who made their
rations.
the mountains on horseback. A posse escape from Hillsville, took refuge in
L. C. Ilfeld, chairman; E. C. Crampof citizens soon was in pursuit and an old barn In a mountainous spot
ton, Squire Hartt, jr., H. B. Holt, Juan
reports reached here that one of the and prepared to resist the posses. All
Navarro, C. H. Alldredge, Fred F. mountaineers has been wounded in a are said to be plentifully supplied
Doepp.
with ammunition and from the adpitched battle wiith the posse.
Education.
vantageous position ot the barn could
Special officers are being rushed
William M. McCoy, chairman; L. C.
a much larger body of
in
running withstand
into the county to help
men.
Ilfeld, C. J. Laughren, Eugenlo B.
down tine murderers. Governor Mann
Gallegos, Squire Hartt, Jr., Fred F.
Is holding two companies of militia
Doepij, C. H. Alldredge, A. J. Evans, in
readiness in case the Aliens and
Thomas J.
BE TRIED
friends gather recruits in the PREACHER
their
Public Institutions.
Hillsville is in
fastnesses.
mountain
M.
T. D. Burns, chairman; William
a remote quarter, 15 miles from BarFOR DEATH OF A GIRL
McCoy, L. C. Ilfeld. E. A. Miera,
ren
Springs, the nearest railroad staThomas J. Mabry, C, H Alldredge,
tion, and outside help will be late
Isaac Barth.
in arriving.
REV. M'FARLAND IS ACCUSED OF
State and County Indebtedness,
was
murder
wholesale
of
OF
CAUSING PERFORMANCE
scene
The
John
C. J. Laughren, chairman;
red brick
CRIMINAL OPERATION
S. Clark, John M. Bowman, W. B. the quiet little old fashioned
county court house, Hillsville, being
)
Walton, C. H. Alldredge.
There
seat of Carroll county.
the
Pittsburgh, Pa., March 14. District
Irrigation and Water Rights.
E. C. had been reports that attempts might Attorneys William A. Blakely had
Juan Navarro, chairman;
to rescue Allen, who, him completed all arrangements early toCrampton, Boleslo Romero, HI. B. be made
a prisoner friend re day for the trial of Rev. W. D. McFar-lanaided
had
self
F.
Hinkle,
James
Fred
F. Doepp,
Holt,
of Greenville, Tenn., indicted in
to
escape from the county of
cently
Abellno Romero.
in
been
had
progress
with the death here of his
connection
trial
The
fleers.
Militia.
without former secretary, Miss Elsie D. Coe.
E. B. Gallegos, chairman; John M. for several days, however,
the
of an alleged
Bowman, L. C. Ilfeld, A. J. Evans, any indication ibecoming publlcofAllen who died as the result
of
the
criminal
plot
planned
operation.
carefully
Romero.
Abelino
The aged minister and educator,
brothers and their associates.
Counties and County Lines.
found
been
guilty
principal of the Pittsburgh
formerly
had
Allen
Juan
Boleslo Romero, chairman;
Floyd
to
sentence
Central
school, conferred early
for
high
called
been
A.
had
Miera,
C.
and
E.
I
Ilfeld,
Navarro,
his
room,
with
court
lawyers, having come here
John M. Bowman, W. B. Walton, day. The slurflittle
furniwhere he had charge
from
erode
Tennessee,
cdai
sWe.and
its
with
Hinkle.
James F.
mission,
ture was crowdei!. "Sidney and Jack of a United Presbyterian
Public Lands.
of
extradition.
the
arrivals
without
II
C.
first
formality
the
L.
were
Allen
among
B. F. Pankey, chairman;
received scores
fold, B. C. Crampton, H. B. Holt, Bo-- " and were sem to take their places Court officers have
from
enclosure
ministers, eduof
F.
the
applications
near the rail marking
leslo Romero, A. J. Evans, James
In cators and former pupils of Dr.
B.
William
counsel
engaged
and
J.
Thomas
for
Mabry,
prisoner
Hinkle,
for admission to the court
the case. Standing nearby were their
Walton.
room.
Blue
the
from
friends
and
associates
Insurance, Banks and Banking.
John S. Clark, chairman; E. A. Ridge mountains.
senJudge Massie went about the
Miera, Juan Navarro, H. B. Holt, C. J.
usual
the
TO GET A REWARD
in
of
the
prisoner
Laughren, James F. Hinkle, Joseph tencing
matter of fact way, but the words Houston, Texps, March 14. David
Sulier.
Live Stock, Agriculture and Conserva- "one year at hard labor" had scarce A. Trousdale, express man who killcame ed two men when they attempted to
tion.
ly passed his lips when there
In- an
In
rob Southern Pacific passenger train
nrniek
revolver.
a
of
Squire Hartt, jr., chairman; B. I. tha
of No. 9 near Sanderson, Texas, yeetcv
a
volley
was
followed
by
this
stant
Boleslo
Romero,
A.
B.
Miera,
Pankey,
A. J. Evans, Abellno Romero, Joseph Bhdts and the judge, who had partly day, will be paid a reward of $600 and
risen at the first shot, fell dead and in addition will be presented a gold
Sulzer.
Common watoh suitably inscribed, if the
bleeding on the bench.
Mines and Manufactures.
was
Foster
sitting commendation of Superintendent Taft
C. J. Laughren, chairman; Gregory
Attorney
was of the Wells Fargo Express company
and
bench
the
In
of
front
B.
E.
C.
Galtegos,
E.
directly
Cramptonu,
Page,
hail is followed.
Mr. Taft said he would
leaden
Joseph Sulzer. W. B. Walton, Thomas next to succumb to the
the standing reward
recommend
that
outlaws.
the
of
J. Ma
The Jurors wounded were struck given for the arrest) and conviction of
ClRstltutlonal Amendments.
0. J.maughren, chairman; Gregory during the first fnsilarte, but Sheriff train robbers be awarded to Trous-Webwhipping ouf his own gun, dale. The usual reward is $300 for
made for Floyd, who had joined In each conviction.
(CSfUnued on Page Four)
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t

MILLINERY

After Operation Failed to Help
Cardui Worked Like a Charm,

attractive. New shapes, color combinations and trimmings gives an exceptional variety from which to choose. Our line includes the
famous
is unusually

suffered wltl
Jonesville, S.
Triennial Report of The Superintendent of The Institution For The
womanly trouble," writes Mrs. J. 8
Insane Shows it to be in Excellent Condition Many Improve- Kendrick, in a letter from this
place,
ments Have Been Made in The Plant And in The Methods "and at times, I could not bear to stand
on my feet The doctor said 1 would
Employed.
never be any better, and that I would
C.-- -"I

"We desire to call special attention
to tbe recommendation of the medical
superintendent in hi report that the
name of the asylum be changed to the
New Mexico State Hospital.' We
earnestly recommend that this change
byname be made for the reasons stated in his report"
This is a paragraph from the triennial report of the directors of the
New Mexico
Insane asylum, Just
issued for the period from November
In30, 1908, to December 1. 1311.
corporated with the directors' report,
submitted by Messrs. Jefferson
David C. Winters, O. L. Gregory, Charles C. Robblns and William E.
Oortner, are the reports of the medical superintendent. Dr. H. M. Smith;
the steward and the matron of the
lnteltutkm. all of which show that
the management has made considerable progress in the past three years
and that the affairs of the big insane
asylum are in a flourishing condition
The following extracts from the
medical superintendent's report will
be of interest:
"There were remaining at the end
of the last biennial period, October 31,
1908, 121 men and 79 women, a total
of 200 patients. Prom November 1,
1908, to the present date there were
admitted 181 men and SI women, a
total of 272.
"The number under care and treatment during this time was 302 men,
and 170 women, a total of 472v
"Of this number, there were discharged as recovered 71, as improved
16, not insane 6,
83, as unimproved
escaped 4, and died 93.
The percentage of recoveries on
the number admitted was 26.10, an
r
increase of 7.5 per cent over the
period ending October, 1908. The
percentage of deaths on the whole
number treated was 12.95, almost 2
per cent less than the last biennla
Vencr. showed.
The recovery and
death rate, considering the class of
patients received, 1b very satisfactory.
"Tbe 3fl cases discharged as Imand unimproved
represent
proved
chronic, harmless patients who were
vwnoved li- - relatives or friends for
Ray-nold-

two-yea-

home care, and patients taken or sent
from the territory.
"During this period bIx patient
were received, who, after careful observation, showed no evidence of in
sanity. They were discharged and, so
far as known, most of them have left
the territory.
"Large numbers of cases are permitted to work out of doors and this
has enabled a considerable number
of men to escape. Most of these were
apprehended and returned and those
succeeding In getting away have
caused no trouble, some of them leaving the country and others reaching
home, have been permitted to remain
there.
"While the death rate is still high,
it is not excessively eo, in view of the
fact that a large proportion of our
admissions are chronic cases, notably
the senile and the
the feeble-mindeepileptics.
"The general health of the patients
has been very good. We have had but
few cases of acute sickness and no
epidemics, though there have been
several seriouB accidents, Including a
suicide. One was made the subject
of inquiry by the coroner and the
others were reported to and investigated by your body.
"At the beginning of this period,
we had exceeded our normal capacity,
yet the dictates of humanity demanded that, if possible, we receive all new
patients rather than allow them to
remain in Jails or to be kept at home
without proper care.
"In 1908, the attic in the administration building was completely reno
vated, a new floor laid, windows
placed and the walls and celling covWhat
ered with white
was heretofore a useless space was
made Into a comfortable,
sleeping room, accommodating 20 patients at a cost of
about J1.O00.
"In 1910, there was completed a
dormitory as an extension to Annex
No. 2. It Is a twostory brick build
ing with basement, 36 feet by 78 feet,
on a concrete foundation, connected
to the main plant by a corridor 15 by
30 feet. The structure is modern in
d,
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Side
When shown positive and reliable proof that a certain
remedy had cured many cases of female ills, wouldn't any
sensible woman conclude that the same remedy would also
benefit her if suffering with the same trouble ?
Here are five letters from southern women which prove
the efficiency of Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
LETTER FROM VIRGINIA.

Elliston, Va. "I feel it my duty to express my thanks to you and your
I was a sufferer from female troubles and had been'con-fine- d
great medicine.
in bed over one third of my time for ten months. I could not do my
housework and had fainting spells so that my husband could not leave me
alone for five minutes at a time.
" Now I owe my health to Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and
Blood Purifier. Whenever I see a suffering woman I want to tell her what
these medicines have done for me and I will always speak a good word for
them." Mrs. Rodkbt Blankknship, Elliston, Montgomery Co., Vs.

LETTER FROM LOUISIANA.

New Orleans, La. "I was passing through the Change of Life and before I took Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound I was troubled with
hot flashes, weak and dizzy feelings, backache and irregularities. I would
get up in the morning feeling tired out and not fit to do anything.
" Since I have been taking your Compound and Blood Purifier I feel all
rlgnt. Your medicines are worth their weight in gold." Mrs. Gaston
Blondeau, 1541 Polymnia St., New Orleans, La,

LETTER FROM FLORIDA.

Wauchula, Fla. " Some time ago I wrote to you giving you my symp
toms, headache, backache, bearing-dowand discomfort in walking, caused
by female troubles.
" I got two bottles of Lydia E Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and a
package of Sanative Wash and that was all I used to make me a well woman.
"I am satisfied that if I had done like a good many women, and had
not taken your remedies, I would have been a great sufferer. But I started
in time with the right medicine and got well. It did not cost very much
either. I feel that you are a friend to all women and I would rather use
your remedies than have a doctor." Mrs. Mattie Hodhot, Box 408, Wauchula, Florida.

LETTER FROM WEST VIRGINIA.

Martinsburg, W. Va. " I am glad to say that Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound has done wonders for my mother, daughter and myself.
' I have told dozens of
people about it and my daughter says that when
she hears a girl complaining with cramps, she tells her to take your Compound." Mrs. Mast A. Hockkxberry, 713 N. 3rd St., Martinsburg, W. Va.

ANOTHER LETTER FROM VIRGINIA.
Newport News, Va. "About five years ago I was troubled with such pains
and bloating every month that I would have to go to bed.
"A friend told me to take Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and
I soon found relief. The medicine strengthened me in every way and my
doctor approved of my taking it.
"I will be glad if my testimony will help some one who is
from female weakness." Mrs. W. J. Blatton, 1029 Hampton Ave., suffering
Newport
News, Va.

Why don't you try this reliable remedy?

or I

have to have an operation,
have a cancer.

GAGE HATS

would

I went to the hospital, and they operated on me, but I got no better. They
aid medicines would do me no good,
and I thought I would have to die.
At last I tried Cardui, and began to
Improve, so I continued using It Now,
I am well, and can do my own work,
I dont feel any pains.
Cardui worked like a charm.'
There must be merit in this purely
vegetable, tonic remedy, for women
Cardui forxlt has been in successful
use for more than 50 years, for the
treatment of womanly weakness and

which possess a style and individuality obtainable
in no other line. The entire line is now ready for
your inspection. Come in and see them.

disease.

Please try It, for your troubles.
Write to: Ladi' Advliorv DaM. Oiatta- -

N. B

nooa Medicine Co., Chattanoor. Turn., tar Special
rtmu. and
Book, Mom I rm
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every respect and will accommodate
about 116 patients. The basement is
to the walj; and lead- ing them as needed. It has lessened
large and roomy and Is used as a car- ladder attached
of
to
roof
the passageway be- the cost of meat besides improving
the
ing
penter and repair shop.
two
ward
tween
the
buildings was the quality.
"This has relieved our overcrowded
"I desire to call your attention to
condition and if the natural Increase placed and an extension and other
in our population is no greater in the
next few years than It has been dur
ing the past triennial period we will
probably be able to receive and care
for all new cases. However, as most
of our single rooms are occupied, and
as it is not feasible to sleep noisy and
disturbed cases in a dormitory, It is
quite possible that we might, in the
near future, be seriously embarrassed
for more room, even without a large
Increase In our numbers.
The old dining rooms have been
brick and
enlarged by a
concrete extension, 32 by 71 feet, with
This structure is consid
basement
ered strictly fireproof and was com
pleted in .November, niK).
'Besides the dining room proper,
two dish washrooms, all connected,
and in the basement a lavatory and
latrine for the use of patients and em- uloyes who work on the outside, were
built. This extension has relieved our
overcrowding and will supply our
needs in this respect for several years
two-stor- y

ladders provided.
"For these changes, made at a considerable outlay of money, we should
have credit, and I would recommend
that the matter be taken up with the
proper authorities with a view to se
curing a better insurance rate.
"We fully realize the extreme dan
ger from a fire in an institution of
this character, and try to overlook no
opportunity to reduce our fire hazard.
"An Incinerating furnace for the
disposal of trash and rubbish capable
of being burned Is in successful
"

'Swat the fly,' a slogan of boards
health and other Ike bodies
throughout the country, is a term
familiar to all of you. Last summer
we started a crusade against
this
common pest and wtih marked suc
cess. Manure piles and slop barrels
were screened and the flies were
trapped at or near their breeding
places and on the outside of buildings
As a result, we added much to the
comfort of both patients and emto come.
j
With moro aWention to de"The basement, roomy,
ployee.
and of solid concrete construction, tails, we hope In the near future to
makes an ideal storeroom.
practically eliminate from the institu"Soon after the new power house tion what is generally tolerated as a
was opened another well was sunk necessary evil the common house fly.
"The ice house and cold storage
just back of It in the hoie Of Increas
ing our water supply.
This well, six plant, formerly the power house, has
Indies in diameter, was drilled to a now been in use for three years and
feet. For a time it was is giving satisfaction.
depth of
"The new heating system has come
operated by the old steam pump formerly used in the upper well.
up to expectation. The buildings are
"To utilize both wells in the most kept comfortable in the coldest of
economical way possible, a number of weather and warm water is always
plans were submitted and discussed available. The pipes, however, should
and after much consideration a con- be conveyed through a tunnel and not
tract was entered into with the Harris buried.
Air Pump company, of Indianapolis,
"Extensive repairs and improveInd., for the installation of an air ments on the buildings have recently
compressor and tank, t wo air lifts and been completed. These changes contwo pneumatic displacement pumps.
sist of cement floors, a hardwood
"For several years our lighting sys- floor, new plastering, Bteel ceilings
tem had been far from satisfactory and painting, the enlarging of the
and when the power house was erect- clerk's office and the building of a
ed provision was made for the in- fireproof
thereto.
vault adjacent
stallation of an electric lighting plant. These improvements were not only
Plans for a new system were under badly needed, but they help the sani
discussion when in September, 1910, tary conditions, add to the appearance
r
a
contract was made with of the institution and tend to lessen
the Las Vegas Light & Power com- the danger from fire. Besides this, all
and
pany. Under this agreement, the en- the roofs have been repaired
tire instituton, including the power painted and many other improvehouse and residence, is lighted in a ments of a minor nature made.
far more efficient manner and for
'Two years ago a tract of land, con
less cost than before. During the win- sisting of 30 acres, joining the asylum
ter months we have to exercise ex- property on the south, was purchased
treme vigilance to keep below the and is in successful cultivation. About
of this land is Irrigated and
minimum rate. Occasionally, we exceed it, but so far, for a small amount most, if not all, of the remaining
only. Our buildings are not only bet- portion can be watered by the new
ter lighted than before, but at a cost ditch now being built.
less than it would take to care for
"To raise the standard of our dairy
and operate a plant of our own.
herd, ten Holstcin cows and a reg"In compliance with the recom- istered bull were purchased in Nomendations by representatives from vember, 1910. A few months later
the Rocky Mountain Fire Underwrit- all our milch cows were tested for
ers' association, the electric wiring in tuberculosis, with the result that two
the adminlstraUon building has been of the new cows were condemned and
greatly improved. The wiring in An- killed. Before this, we lost two by
nex No. 1 put in standard condition, death and one Is barren. In Ume the
fire doors placed In all openings be natural increase in the heard will augtween the three buildings, the base ment this lose, but for the present our
ment partition
doors permanently milk supply is not adequate for the
closed and fire wall built in the attic needs of the Institution.
It is a
between the two ward buildings. Fire source of some satisfaction to know
extinguishers or buckets for use in that none of the native or homo
wards are hardly practicable in an in grown stock reacted to this test. I
stitution like this. We have, how might add that the bill of sale for
ever, in several of the) wards increas these cattle was accompanied by a
ed the length of the fire hose.
certificate from a veterinarian
that
"Instead of a direct connection with the herd had been recently tested and
the city main we have had installed found free from tuberculosis.
an Independent fire hydrant, i This
"The meat supply, so long pur
will supply two lines of hos
and chased by contract, is now procured
would not be effected by the complete by buying sheep, goats and native,
failure of our own water supAly.
cattle In considerable quantities, pas"Besides this, a permanent
iron turing thenr-oour own land and kill
of

well-lighte-

the marked reduction in our per
capta expense, notwithstanding the
present high cost of living. For the
biennial period ending October 31,
1908, it was 73 cents; in 1909, it was
59 cents; in 1910, 55 cents, and in
1911, 51 cents. To your steward, Mr.
George W. Ward, for the skill ful man
ner in which he has managed the
farm and garden and to his ability as
an executive officer most of the credit
for this showing must be given.
"The matron's report gives an idea
of the amount of work done In her department All of the clothing for the
women patients and all of the under
wear is made In the sewing room. Be
sides this, much repair work is done.
The department also has charge of
all the canning and preserving
of
frruit, pickles, etc.
are
"Occupation and amusement
two of the leading factors In 'the treatment of the Insane. While we have
availed ourselves of such resources as
were at our command In entertaining
and amusing the patients, we realize
that much remains to be done. We
try as much as possible to find some
occupation for every patient able to
work. They are more contended, less
disturbed and In every way better
both physically and mentally. Espe
cially is the Improvement noted in
the cases during their convalescence.
Reconmmondatipns
"In my last two biennial reports
your attention was directed to the
necessity for a new ward building for
the exclusive use of women patients.
While the need for more thoroughly
separating the two sexes Is no less
now than It was then, the completion
of the new dormitory has, for the
time being, relieved our congestion

and in approbability, unless the increase in our population is unusually
great, the present quarters will be
sufficient for the next two or three
years.
"Tuberculosis occasionally develops
in the intsitution and now and .lien
a patient is admitted with the disease
in an incipient state. With our pros
en l accommodation b, it is extremely
difficult, if not impossible, to prevent
tihe&e cases infecting others.
"The demand for an infirmary or
hospital ward is not great, yet" we
always have a few old and infirm, or
ohausted cases in need of special attention.
"The use of water In the treatment
of the insane h?s long since passed
the experimental stage and most oil
the hospitals throughout the land have
been equipped with a more or less
complete hydrotherapeutic apparatus.
With our present buildings, we can
iharldy spare the room for a complete
plant of this kind, but I would strong
ly recommend the installing of two
continuous baths, one in the men's
and one in the women's department
"I would also suggest that the name
of the Institution be changed to the
New Mexico tSate hospital. This Is
a custom that Is being adopted hy
most of the states. Friends and relatives, and often the patients
look upon the name asylum as
conveying more or less of a stigim.
I believe the change would result in
much good.
"I would also bring to your attention and make the recommendation
that the charge for pay patients Xe
reduced. The present rate was fixed
when our per capita expense was considerably in excess of what it is now.
The financial condition of some of our
patients and their relatives is such
that the present monthly payments
are often cause of worry and em
hem-selves- ,

barrassment and a material reduction
In our schedule would be much appreciated by these people.
"To the officers and employes of
tie intsitution who have so loyally
and faithfully performed tneir duties

and made possible the success thus
far attained, I feel deeply grateful.
Their work is done under conditions
that are hardly
of trial and
appreciated by the public, except, perhaps, those who have by personal
been brought into contact
with insane persons.
"To you, gentlemen of the board;
to Mr. George W. Ward, steward, and
to Mrs. Flora Prentice, matron, I am
especially thankful for your warm
support and wise coufic.il in all matters concerning the welfare of the In
stitution and Its inmates. Respectfully submitted,
self-deni-

"H. M. SMITH, M. D.,

"Superintendent

''

PILE8 CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS .
Your druggist will refund money if
PAZO OINTMENT falls to cure any
case of Itching, Blind, Bleeding or
Protruding Piles in

6

to

14

days.

Rflc.

IM IINCPRTAIN WF
The safest and surest way to travel
Is with a horse. We carry a full line
of livery outfits and are prepared to
furnish drivers if necessary. We also
are supplied with a fine line of good
carriages and prompt, courteous service is guaranteed. M. L. Cooley,

ATTENTION ELS
Have you had your' photograph
made for the new lodge rom? Waterman is making sittings and the pictures are proving as good or a little
better than the quality usually turned
out by that high class photographer.
Better arrange for a sitting today.
Waterman, the Plaza.

v
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WHY IT PAYS TO BUY
ADVERTISED GOODS

one-fourt-

Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence.
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his product, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
statements.
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, nor
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised
goods, because, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.

It

i

Always Pays to Buy Advertised Goods

f

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC.

PLAYS AND PLAYERS.

Isabelle D'Armond U now in vaudeville with Frank Carter.
Eugene Walters has written a play
called "Fine Feathers."
The dramatization of ' Utile Wow-en- "
la making a big hit in Chicago.
Rosalind Coghlan has a new playlet called "The Obstinate Miss Grang

Baby's
VOIC

THURSDAY,

THRCi

MARCH 14, 1912.

MILLIONS of FAMILIES arc

THE STORK MADE

36 VISITS IN

Every woman's heart responds to
the charm and sweetness of a baby's
voice, because nature Intended her for
But even the loving
motherhood.
nature of a mother shrinks from the
ordeal because such a time is usually
a period of suffering and danger. THE BUSY BIRD BROUGHT
TO
Women who use Mother's Friend are
BOYS
LAS VEGAS 21
EAST
saved much discomfort aud suffering,
AND 15 GIRLS
r."
and their systems, being thoroughly
has
"Fear"
A new playlet called
are
prepared by this great remedy,
lortal-four characters, all of whom are men. in a healthy condition to meet the
Casual consldei
J. Ferguson, the veteran actor, tlme .th. the least possible suffering It v statistics for Cast Ias
for
Mother's Friend la the s'y months ending March 1 would
who has been ill in Albany, has re- and danger.
the relief and Iea(, one t0
recommended ouly-fo- r
covered.
lieve that beMh
Lew Dockstader denies that he is comfort of expectant mothers; it Is In
appalling. IH,r- no sense a remedv for various ills,
01 doaths
wer
going to leave minstrelsy to enter but ita many years of success,
tlwr
andj'ns 36 Trio
vaudeville.
the
re-and
reaper
births,
giving
grim
of
endorsements
the thousands ,
j
Sophye Barnard is to retire from ceived from women who have used it jan advantage of 15. However, of tho
the cast of "The Red Widow" and are a guarantee of the benefit to be number of deaths recorded 29 were of
derived from its use. This remedy persons not established as resident
Flora Zabelle is to take her place.
simChannlng Pollock and Charles Han- does not accomplish wonders but
healthseek
of the city. Twenty-nin- e
work.
nature
to
its
assists
ply
perfect
ena
written
son Towne have
playlet
too
Mexico
New
who
came
to
ers,
Mother's Friend
titled "The Impulse of the Moment." vents caking of allays nausea, pre late tc derive lasting benefit from the
The Empress theater, which is be-- the breasts, and
wholesome climate, succumbed to the
ing Hjuilt for the Sullivan ana uonsi- in every way
ravages of disease. Of the number of
to
Alne, oirnult In. Portland. Ore., will be contributes
deaths classified as those of residents
healthy
strong,
the largest playhouse in that city.
motherhood. Mother's Friend Is aold several were of persons who had been
John Barrymore is to star in a at drug stores.
Write for our tree suffering from tuberculosis for many
comedy called "Half a Husband," by book for expectant mothers.
years, whose lives had been prolongBEAD FIELD REGULATOR GO., Atlanta, Ga.
W. J. Hurlbut, author oi "The Fighted by their sojourn here.
ing Hope." Arnold Daly will stage
February with its extremely damp
the play.
and cold weather furnished the
Beer-bolYou
been
have
Viola Tree, daughter of Sir
paying for this nattj
record of deaths in the
who has been praised headwear 50 and 75 cents and if you
Tree,
the total number of jeaths
period,
highly for her beauty and talent, la to grasp this bargain, 25 cents is all that amounting to 17. January
wan a
marry the son of an English clergy- Is required to buy a beautiful Auto close second with a total of 10.
Scarf in all shades. Parents have an
man.
for February were four and for .In HiHelen Boynton a prima donna in opportunity now to let their daugh3.
comic opera left New York for Ger- ters wear these veils, but don't delay. lary,
the past six months the
During
the
cannot
last long, at
many recently to study for grand This bargain
21 homes extremely hap
stork
made
opera under King Clark in Berlin and 5, 10 and 25 Cent Sire.
py by bringing them baby sons. He
Jean de Roszke in Paris.
made 15 families almost but no!
Victor Herbert will compose the
INDUSTRIAL EXHIBITION.
so happy by bringing them
quite
music for Mile. Emma Trentini's new
New York, March 14. Mrs. Andrew baby daughters. Thus it will be seeii
comic opera, which will have its pre- Carnegie, Mrs. William K. Vander-bilt- ,
that the Las Vegas girls of 20 years
miere, under the direction of Arthur
Mrs. John A. Dix, Mrs. O. H. P. hence will be sure of
plenty beaux.
Hammerstein, in October at Syracuse, Belmont and many other well known
of Chief of Police Ben
Reports
Y.
N,
women are among the patronesses of Coles and Police
Magistrate D. R
Alfred Sutro's new play, "The Fire the Woman's Industrial Exhibition,
which were read last night
Murray,
London
in
by which opened in tho errand Central
Screen," now presented
at the council meeting, showed that
Arthur Bourchier and Violet
Palace today and will continue until
six months 77 arrests
has been secured by Charles March 23. Ten organizations, repre- during the past
Las Vegas. Tho
Frohman for production in this coun- senting 10,000 women, are the active have occurred in East
were made
of
number
these
greater
try next season.
promoters of the exhibition, which is on
The city
drunkenness.
of
charges
a
on
started
has
Mabel Taliaferro
designed to show to the world at large
limited season in vaudeville over the the advancement made by women in received In fines a total of $58.50,
each culprit contributing an average
She opened this the
Orpheum circuit
past few years in every branch
75 cents. The major
week at the Majestic theater, Chicago, and occupation of trade, science, art, of a little over
did not. pay fines,
who
those
of
Edity
one-aplay by
appearing in a
philosophy and literature.
however, were used to good advant
ward Peple, called "Taken on Credit."
age on street work or in shoveling
John Orew's season will end late in
GDEATER LA8 VEGAS
snow.
to
visit
abroad
will
Deautlfcl
then go
Can be made a
May. He
city at
the various European capitals and de- night as well as by day by th liberal
C. A. Glossner, 24 Ontario St., Ro- liver addresses on "The Stage." In use of electricity. Those merchants
N. Y., has recovered from a
cheater,
Paris he will address the Society of who already have installed electric
long and severe attack of kidney trou
a
at
more
been
Authors
meeting.
than
French
special
pleased ble, his cure being due r.o Foley Kid
signs have
ajfBfT" aeorge will make a fort- with the result. Their places of bus- ney Pills. After detailing bis case,
says: "I am only sorry I did not
night's test of the new play by George iness have been made so attractive he
learn sooner of Foley Kidney Pills.
Broadhurst and Rayard Veiller this that the volume of trade has increased In
a few days' time my backache
spring, preparatory to using it as materially, Electric sigrs are cheaper completely left me and I felt greatly.
her principal vehicle next season. The than you Imagine. See us for figures. improved. My kidneys became strons
play, originally called "The Miracle," The Las Vegas Light and Power com- - er, dizzy spells left me ana i was
no longer annoyed at night. I feel
now has the title of "Within the pany
100 per cent better since using Foley
Law."
Kidney Pills." O. G. Schaefer and
IN NEW YORK CITY
A sketch called "The Still Voice,"
Red Cross Drug Co.
You will find Hotel Cumberland, ai
written by George Cameron, who is
street,
Mrs. Sidney Drew, will be presented rtroadway and
ILLINOIS FIGHT HOT
near Central Park, an Ideal location
family
the
by
Chicago, March 14. Richard Yates,
at the Fifth avenue theater, New in the retail shopping and theatei of Springfield, opened his campaign
elevated
York. The characters will be played district with the subway,
for the republican nomination for govA
hand
hand.
at
cars
surface
and
Lionel
ernor of Illinois at Peoria today. He
by Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Drew,
furnUhed
Barrymore, Doris Rankin and S. Ran- some, modern, beautifully
intends to keep up an active canvass
hotel with one of the best restau from
kin Drew.
bow until the date of the gen
rant In the city, but moderate In
next month. Mr. Yates
eral
primary
BARGAINS IN AUTOMOBILES.
prices. Rooms with bath, $2.50 pei held the governorship in 1900-4- .
He
Can be purchased n any garage ex- day up. Send for booklet Harry P
considera
to
maintain
has
managed
cepting automobile scarrs and veils. Stlmson, manager.
able following since he retired from
office eight yearsago, as was shown
when he was candidate for United
State senator against Senator Cullom
two years ago. He declares himself
Independent of any and all party factions. Many Lo rimer rolowers are
friendly to him.
Mr. Yates is but one of eight as
pirants for the republican guberna
torial nomination this year. Governor Deneen heads the list as a can
didate for renomination. The gover
nor Is taking no sides in the presiMakes the Hair Grow Long, Heavy
dential agitation, being friendly to
and Luxuriant and We Can
both the president and Mr. Roosevelt
Quickly Prove It
and expects to be in a position, if
he ia renominated, to use the maxiIf You Wish to Double the Beauty of
mum of his influence for the national
Your Hair at Once, Just Get a 25
ticket.
Cent Bottle and Try This
Next, to Governor Deneen the most
entry in the republican race
prominent
wish
if
Cleanse
Hair
you
Surely try a Danderine
for
hair
of
with
governor
appears to be Walter
the
double
your
beauty
to immediately
little trouble and at a cost not worth mentioning
Clyde Jones, or Chicago, who Is the
Danderine and
just moisten a cloth with a little
standard bearer of the
draw it carefully through your hair, taking one
hair
of
cleanse
the
will
type of Illinois republicans. A
this
a
small strand at time,
few moments
third entry is John E. W. Wayman,
dust, dirt or any excessive oil In awill
be wavy,
hair
you will be amazed. Your
district attorney of Chicago, who is
fluffy and abundant and possess an incomparable
and
generally looked upon as the "per
the
and
beauty
luxuriance,
softness, lustre
sonal liberty" candidate. Len Small,
shimmer of true hair health.
of Kankakee, has the indorsement of
Besides beautifying the hair, one application of
Danderine dissolves every particle of Dandruffj
Larimer Lincoln league
the
forever
cleanses, purifies and invigorates the scalp,
for the nomination. Charles F.
hair.
and
falling
itching
stopping
of Galesburg, John J. Brown
Danderine is to the hair what fresh showers of
of Vandalia and J. MeCan Davis are
rain and sunshine are to vegetation. It goes right
to the roots, invigorates and strengthens them. It s
also actively seeking support.
properexhilarating, stimulating and
The bitter factional rows in the relong,
hair
abundantly
to
strong
the
cause
grow
ties
brila
once
sparkling
at
It
beautiful.
imparts
party have given the demopublican
and
the hair, and a few
crats
liancy and velvety softness to
great
hopes of success this
weeks' use will cause new hair to sprout all over
Only once have the democrats
year.
after
short
for
a
time,
it
Use
every
day
the scalp.
carried Illinois for president and govwhich two or three times a week will be sufficient
ernor since the civil war. This was
to complete whatever growth you desire.
You can surely have pretty, soft, lustrous hair,
la 1892 when the electoral vote was
and lots of it, if you will just get a 25 cent bottle of
cast for Cleveland and the governor
or
toilet
store
from
any drug
Knowlton's Danderine
ship went to John P. Altgeld.
counter and try it as directed.

SIX MONTHS
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SENNA
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AND fpUR
GOLDS AND HEADACHES. HDKESTION
STOMACH CAS AND FERMENTATION, CONSTIPATION AND
BILIOUSNESS.
WrtH MOST SATISFACTORY RESULTS.

CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP CO
IN THE CIRCLE
ON EVERY PACKAGE OFTHE GENUINE
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THE WONDERFUL POPULARITY OF THE GENUINE SYRUP
OF FIGS AND ELIXIR OF SENNA HAS LED UNSCRUPULOUS
IN ORDER TO
MANUFACTURERS TO OFFER IMITATIONS,
MAKE A LARGER PROFIT AT THE EXPENSE OF THEIR
CUSTOMERS.
IF A DEALER ASKS WHICH SIZE YOU WISH
OR WHAT MAKE YOU WISH, WHEN YOU ASK FOR

Ice nt, or alcohoi
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PRINTED STRAIGHT ACROSS. NEAR THE BOTTOM. AND IN
THE CIRCLE. NEAR THE TOP OF EVERY PACKACE.OF THE I
FOR SALE BY ALL LEADING
GENUINE
ONE SIZE ONLY.
PRICE 50c PER BOTTLE.
DRUGGISTS
REGULAR

C.NT
MINIATURE PICTURE
OF PACKAGE

4
ADAPTED TO THE NEEDS OP
GENT LE AND EFFECTIVE, AND
AS IT IS MILD
IT IS EQUALLY BENEFICIAL
ABSOLUTELY
FREE FROM OBJECTIONABLE INGREDIENTS.
FOR WOMEN AND FOR MEN. YOUNG AND OLD FOR SALE BY ALL LEADING DRUGGISTS.
ALWAYS BUY THE GENUINE

SYRUP OF FIGS AND
LADIES

AND

ELIXIR

OF SENNA

CHILDREN.

IS ESPECIALLY
AND PLEASANT

California

Fig

WHAT IS THE REASON
For the fact that the Ideal Sanitary
dairy is constantly gaining new customers and ia holding its old patrons?
Because it furnishes the best, purest
and richest milk. The milk Is abso
lutely tree from contamination. It Is
handled io sterilized rooms by scientific processes. Try the Ideal's milk
a while and you will never change.

JOINT WAGE CONFERENCE.
New York, March 14. A Joint conference met in this city today to consider the demands for increased wages
made by the engineers of the eastern
railroads. The conference is expect-eto last several days. The engineers
are represented by a committee appointed by the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers. A committee of executive officials appeared for the railroads, representing all of the Important Hues east of the Mississippi and
north of the Chesapeake and Ohio and
including the Grand Trunk railway of
Canada, The engineers ask for an increase In pay ranging from 15 to 60
per cent, and the standardization of
wages.
d

NOTE THE NAME
i

Syrup Cq
stop and Consider

IT IS NOT STRANGE

The value of getting good goods at
the store where price meets purse.
In selecting anything from our complete and up to date jewelry stock
remember that you are assured of
wares that are of guaranteed excel
lence.
We have built up the business of our store by pleasing every
patron and making of every patron
an advertiser. We manufacture beautiful filigree Jewelry.
Sabino Lujan,
PROTECTION
Against the cold blasts that bring Bridge street.
pneumonia,
grip and disagreeable
colds upon their breath is afforded by
THE EMPORIUM
chamois vests and chest protectors.
We are now now prepared to show
The Schaefer pharmacy carries a full our new
spring novelties and millinYou can be comfortable and
line.
and are placing on sale a beautiery
free from the fear of catching cold ful line of flowers, sale commend
is
if you wear one of these handy ar
Monday the eleventh, losting three
tides. Schaefer's, opera house block.
days only. Mrs. A. Standlsh, 524
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
Sixth street
Co.
.

It is not strange that so many people eat at Kate Wright's Montesuma
restaurant on Center street The bill
of fare is generous and the price is

25 cents for regular meals
people wonder how It Is possible to serve such e cellent meals sc
cheaply.

cheap,
Many

USE ALLEN'S FOOT-EASThe antiseptic powder to be shaken
into the shoes. If you want rest and
comfort for tired, aching, swollen.
sweating feet, use Aliens root-ease- .
Relieves corns and bunions of all palB
and prevents blisters, sore and cal
lous spots. Just the thing tor aanc-in- e
nartles. natent leather shoes, and
for breaking in new shoes. It Is the
greatest comfort discovery of the
age. Try it today. Bold everywnere,
Don't Accept any substitute.
25cts.
For FREE trial package, address Allen S. Olmsted. L,e Roy, N. Y.

ORAAF DRY GOODS CO,
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Danderine

Stops Falling Hair and
Destroys Dandruff

ultra-progressi-

d

j1

cures ail over the eoua- -

Ib known as D.D.TA
or I'.czsma and It wITI cool
itchy, burning si la M
an.
bottle wll
nave
f you
wTifl

nothlrii;
A 2oC
Of CO

I
noma
can't cor
bsmute.
are
to our store,
n,it it vou comeP.D.D.
will do for you
of what
poertnln
on
size
bottle
a
full
we
offer
you
that
do not timl that
this guarantee: the
;f you
ONCE
AT
Itch
It
away
It take
costs you not a cent.
D.D.D.
blK-pro-

K. D. GOODALL

East Las Vegas,

N. M.

SYSTEM" UNDER FIRE.
Salem, Ore., March 14. Arguments
were heard today before the sta'.e
supreme court In the University of
case a case
Oregon referendum
which involves alleged frauds under
the referendum phase of the "Oregon system." Before the law appropriating $5u3,000 for buildings and extensions of the University of Oregon
at Eugene went into effect, petitions
asking a referendum on the bills were
filed with the secretary state. Examination of the petitions by friends of
the University is said to have disclosed frauds and irregularities suf
ficient to justify a suit to enjoin the
secretary of state from putting the
question on the ballot for next November.
Evdence introduced in the trial of
the injunction (suit in tbe circuit
court indicated that the greater part
of the 13,000 names on toe petitions
were secured by paid clrculaors a
a few cents per name, and that in
were secured by paid circulators at
frauds were charged.
Two lists of names were secured.
it is alleged, by hanging he petitions
in a saloon in Astoria, and another
list of 100 names from The Dalles is
said to have contained the names of
men dead for years. Evidence was
so conclusive, that the defenders of
the petition had to admit that 3 7 7 s
names were fraudulent being
fored,
and in addition acme 4,525 n k s
were presented in a form declared
void by a previous decision of in
state supreme court.
Elimination of these names broivhi
the number ot unattjuVltAri nnmuo i
low the limit required to call a re
ferendum. The secretary of state,
however, contends through counsel
that a part of the 4,525 names should
be considered good enough of these
being claimed to insure the referen
"OREGON

.

dum.
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Flfty-tfourt-

Your Druggist
Stops That Itch

together.

SYRUP OF FIGS AND ELIXIR OF SENNA, HE IS PREPARING TO DECEIVE YOU
TELL HIM THAT YOU WISH THE
MANUFACTURED BY THE CALIFORNIA FIG
GENUINE,
KNOW THAT
SYRUP CO
ALL RELIABLE DRUGGISTS
AND THAT IT IS MANUTHERE IS BUT ONE GENUINE
FACTURED BY THE CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP CO ONLY

rj iiiaiiti i iBiifavii

HOPPE AND SUTTON AGAIN.
14. Willie
Marrh
Tort.
Hoppe and George Sutton have finished practice for their contest at the
Hotel As tor tomorrow night for the
billiard championship,
18.1 balkllne
the title to which is now held by
it will be the second time
Hoppe.
within a period of five weeks that
these two famous cue artists have met
In a championship contest Their last
contest was for the 18.8 title and was
won by Hoppe, who now holds the
world's championship titles at both
the 18.1 and 18.3 baUrtoe games. Botn
the youthful champion and the veteran Sutton have displayed fine form rn
their practice work for tomorrows
match and the local followers of tbe
green table sport are looking forward
to a rare treat when the two come
New

The university won its case in the
circuit court, the Judge scoring the
fraudulent mean? used in securing
many of the signatures. In the brief
filed on appeal, the university con
tends that even the names
unassay'
by direct evidence should be locked
upon with suspicion because of frauds
admitted on the remainder of the pe
tition.
The final decision in the case is
awaited with keen interest by both
the friends and opponents of the Oregon system of popular government.
who
Among the notable outsiders
have manifested an interest In .
proceedings are Governor Harmon ot
Ohio, Governor Wilson of New Jer
sey, and the Rt. Hon. James Rryce,
British ambassador at Washington
and author of "The American Commonwealth." From each of the three
men named have come requests for
copies of the briefs filed in the case.

Friday, Saturday and Monday we are going
to offer our entire stockNew Goods, of all descriptions, Spring Skirts, House Dresses, new Dress
Goods, Linens, in fact any and every thing you
want, three days only

At 25 Per Cent Discount!
Don't Forget The Policy of This Store is to

SELL for LESS

WEBSTER'S
NEW

We have to large a stock, to specify each and
every article, so all goes for

INTERNATIONAL
DICTIONARY
THE MERRIAM WEBSTER
The Only New unabridged dictionary in many years.
Contains the pith and essence
of an authoritative library.
Covers every field of knowledge. An Encyclopedia in a
single book.
The Only Dictionary with the
New Divided Page.
2700 Pages.
400,000 Words.
6000 Illustrations. Cost nearly
half a million dollars.
Let ns tell yon about this most

25 Per Cent Discount
During this sale, no diseount will be given on

any purchase less than

ONE DOLLAR

remarkable single volume.

Write for sample
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be abated. The ditch, it was stated,
w as caused by an overflow
several
to
leads
that
an
of
ago
years
acequia
00
, stenographer at $8
per
Green's lake, northeast of the city.
day.
The lower end of the ditch was used
Timoteo Baca, clerk, at $6.00 per
for some time by St. Anthony's saniday.
tarium as a sewer but the sanitarium
Andres A. Romero, Jr., clerV ,at
lately has connected with the city
$6.00 per day.
sewer and abandoned the use of the
Victor Torrez, clerk at $5.00 per
open ditch. Mr. Ward said that he!
day.
B. L. Martlnes, clerk, at $5.00 pev
represented persons who expect to
PROVIDES $15,530 TO build on the lots west of the sanita
COUNCIL
day.
CONDUCT THE AFFAIRS OF
rlum who are desirous of having the
Celestino Montoya, clerk, at $5.00
THE CITY
ditch closed.
per day.
a
A ;et!tion was received from
Chavez Armijo, page, at $1.00 per
At its regular meetiug last night number of resident property owners,
day.
headed by John S. Clark, asking that
Canuto Alarid, Jr., page, at $1.00 the city council ordered the first
an
ordinance
of
an electric light be placed on the
providing
per day.
Jose D. Sena, page, at $1.00 per day. for the appropriation of funds for corner of Eighth and Baca The pePablo Labadle, page, $1.00 rler day. municipal use during the coming fis- tition was referred to the water and
The total amount appro- light committee. Mr. Martin of the
Lincoln Chavez, page, at $1.00 per cal year.
all purposes is $15,53). wafer and light committee announced
for
priated
day.
J. W. Mullens moved that the min This is divided iiuo Uie following that he hoped wthin a short time to
receive figures from the eekstric light
ority be given the privilege to nomi- funds:
bonded
on
debt.
$3,000
.
Interest
moserjeant-at-armscompany relative to a new contract
nate the
The
2,000 by which tungsten lamps will be subtion wsi lost 15 to M the speaker not LlghUng
Water
,
2,500 stituted for the arm now in use. He
voting.
would
said that this arrangement
The original resolution was then Maintenance of parks and libL'lOO
rary
give Ias Vegas better lighting faciliadopted.
on
ties, but that there had been a numConrad N. Hilton moved that the Salaries
900
$
ber of delays and the light company
house proceed to the selection of Clerk
50
had not vet submitted its iroposed
You cannot know what a good tire is
seats under the Reed rule. Passed. Treasurer
100
contract. Mr. Martin said that the
W. E. Blanchard, J. R. Skidmore and Attorney
until you try a Michelin properly inflated
300
late F. H. Pierce had conferred with
one other were appointed a commit Physician
1,200
him fome time ago as to a renewal
tee to have charge of the selection. Marshal
900
of the water contract between the
Charles C. Catron explained the meth- Night Police
Agua Pura company and the city. The
od of the placing of the numbered bal- Merchant's Night Police 240
600
a
Jailor
contract
calls for the payment of $40
their
by
drawing
and
box
in
a
lots
LAS VEGAS AUTO & MACHINE CO.
420
Driver
a year for each fire plug. The money
blindfolded page.
EAST LAS VEGAS, N. M.
$4,600 thus paid the Agua Pura company inMiscellaneous and contingent
cludes the cost of flushing the sew$
2,500
ers. Action was deferred until the
expenses
MAN
Ilk
IjVU I HIIK1
Agua Pura company is able to submit
Total for all purposes
$15,530 a proposed contract.
FOUND NEAR AZUL The council also appointed boards District Attorney Charles W. G.
of registration and Judges and clerks Ward addressed the council and de$1,050 FULLY EQUIPPED AT YOUR DOOR
for the coming city election as fol- clared he would like that body to take
DIONICIO SANCHEZ PERISHED
lows:
boards First some action officially authorizing the
Registration
THURSDAY, MARCH 14, 1912.
COLD DURING STORM OF
ward, Marion Stewart, B. F. McOuire oity marshal, who is also a deputy
BOTH HOUSES OF
FEBRUARY 24.
and H. N. Northrup; Second ward, sheriff to assist the sheriff's office in
v H.
and regulaO. L. Gregory and enforcing saloon laws
LEGISLATURE ADJOURN Lying in a gully in tne near vicin- O. M. Ixrenzen,
Ward; Third ward, Manuel tions.
ity of Azul, six miles north of Las Hustos, D. W. Lee and Tomas Bustos;
The meeting last night was the first
Vegas, the body of Dionicio Sanchez. Fourth ward. Pike Haven, A. A. Sena, held
by the council for several
(Continued from Page Four).
the La Cueva freighter who was lost and Pedro Bustos. Election boards
months. Consequently a large amount
In the storm on February 24, while en
First ward, judges, J. Kenestrick, of routine business demanded attenPage, E. C. Crampton, E. B. Oallegos, routr 'rom this city to La Cueva, was
George E. Morrison and R. P. Rice; tion. Aldermen present were B. F.
Joseph Sulzer, W. B. Walton, Thomas found yesterday afternoon by a young
Jamee
clerks, J. E. McGulre and John
Forsythe, C. V. Hedgcock,
J. Mabry.
boy Rodolfo Ortez who was herding
J. K. Martin's O'Byrne, S. Bacharach. J. K. Martin
place,
polling
Constitutional Amendments.
sheep for Graaf and Hayward. News carpenter shop. Second ward judges, and Hallett Raynolds.
L. C. II f eld, chairman; E. A. MIera, of the
discovery reached Las Vegas H. H. Closson, W M. Smith and Filo- H. B. Holt, Boleslo Romero, E. C. this morning and Sheriff Ramon
HARPIES
meno Gonzales: clerks, C. N. DougCrampton, Thomas J. Mabry, Isaac
and Jus- las and Dr. J. D.
Ixpez
Deputy
Hess; polling place,
Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator
and Bursum nave Barth.
Hull Andrews
tice Pablo Vigil of Precinct 5 left for
OLD SOLDIERS SOON TO
hall
Third
ward
Juan
city
judges,
med an unholy combination for the Printing, Enrolling and Engrossed
the scene.
show you.
and J. W.
Ortega, Peter Murphy
Bills.
The spot where the body was found
iiose of electing the former to the
S. Duncan, Jr., GET
James
LARGER
Jones;
clerks,
PENSIONS
.
John M. Bowman, chairman; Wil- la" fan mlloa- nff nf the T.fL fVllVR
.ited States striate. We state this
Co1
.". and Nelson Robbins; polling place,
Las Vegas Automobile & Machine
itlvely, wi:h Assurance, ana wim- liam M. McCoy, E. A. MIera, Thomas road across country. Sancnez ana ms Carnegie Library. Fourth ward ,
the
Uie slight. '8 1 fear of successful J. Mabry, A. J. Evans.
had
lost
road,
fellow freighters
judges, W. A. Givens, .If" 0. Woods SENATOR M'CUMBER SAYS THOSE
dtction. If any one ever heard
Reads and Highways.
owing'to the blinding storm, and San- and A. Strauss; clerks, P. J. Emen-akie- r
OVER 70 SHOULD HAVE $30 A
Phone Main 344,
Whalen, & Fowler Props
H. B. Holt, chairman; C. J. Laugh-ren- , chez stopped to inquire the way of a
harpies in New Mexico Bursum
MONTH
and Napoleon Fontaine; polling
Boleslo Romero, Squ!: Hartt, jr., herder. In the meantime the other
d Andrews certain lT fill the bill.
place, corner of Seventh and Main.
The Optic is a republican paper B. P. Pankey, Fred F. Doepp, Thomas drivers had reversed their teams and
E. G. Murphey and C. McReynolds
Washington, March 14. "The time
believes in organization ana in J. Mabry, W. B. Walton, Abelino Ro- Sanchez's horses followed the others.
of the
asked the council to cancel is near when every
having
to
'the caucus. We have been hoping mero.
It is supposed that m trying
lie sewer assesment
who is 70 years old will
war
civil
their
against
that all republican members of (fee
catch up with his wagon Sanchez was property
Privileges and Elections.
located
respectively on have a pension of $30 a month," said
be
and
E.
C.
into
Boleslo
would
enter
Romero,
chairman;
lost in the storm and, walking blind- Third and Fourth streets, on account Senator McCumber, chairman of the
legislature
on
S.
caucus
some
GalieClark, E. r.
bound by the action of a
Crampton, John
ly on with the hope of finding
of the fact that the sewer does not senate committee on pension, in the
all questions, including the election gOB, Isaac Barth.
place of shelter or continuing to some reach near enough to the premises debate in the senate today on tha
now
of United States senators. We
habitation on the road was overcome to be of benefit,
Mayor Goodall re- substitute for the house Sherwood
Baca appointed W. H. H. by the cold. Searching parties have
understand that Bull Andrews, of Alferred their petition to City Attorney general service pension bill.
legheny bank tame, Matt Quay's Llewellyn, Tranqullino Labadie, O. T. been looking for the body since the Herbert Clark.
Mr. McCumber's declaration
was
absolute Toombs, Thomas F. Cooney, M. P. discovery
lost, but
Sanchez was
man, and the
C. W. G. Ward asked the city to made in response to a plea from Sen
curse of New Mexico and a positive Manzanares, J. W. Chaves, J. W. Mul- searched only the country around the
inform him as the status of a ditch ator Brown of Nebraska, for the pas,
disgrace to any community that lays lens, Conrad Hilton, Robert H.
La Cueva road. After the verdict of which runs
Phon.Mmh.ai
FolmlMmlm
along the west side ot sage by the senate of the bill as it.
the slightest claim to a vestige of
W. W. Nichols and W. E. Roe the coroner's Jury has been returned
came from the house. The North Dastreet
a
of
number
Kighth
through
respectability, is second In strength era a committee on committees to re the body will be taken to La Cueva lots west of St,
Anthony's sanitarium kota senator replied that he did not
among the senatorial candidates. Bur- - port the committee
necessary for for burial.
and
thence
into
a field north of the believe the country would justify
vThe coronerand the sheriff returnsum, defeated candidate for governor House, whereupon the speaker will
limits.
He was informed that such a measure at present.
City
and
m the republican state ticket
appoint members to such committees. ed to Las Vegas late this afternoon.
the ditch, so far as the city is conamiaiwuted machine politician is ob- - J. W. Chaves introduced the
A coroner's Jury returned a verdict
is a nuisance and as such can
The Omtc prints all tht news
House Resolution No. 1, regarding that Sanchez had been frozen to cerned,
beD'Vsly and offensively aiding and
to
i
his
in
Andrews
the
house
attempt
ng
employes:
death. They found his body in pernator. This being the case, Tne
House Resolution No. 1.
fect condition with the exception that
BE IT RESOLVED by the House of the ends of his finsers were badly
frankly states the following:
uiw Representatives of the State of New chewed
e e ecuon or Andrews 10
which Sanchez had undoubt-edlSPRING SHOWING OF THE AUTHENTIC
United States senate will be a dis Mexico, that the following named perdone in his effort to keep them
Mex
New
of
to
sons
and
be
the citizenship
trace
they are respectively warm. The body was lying on the
ico. He is not mentally or morally hereby nominated for the offices and edge of an arroya. The
STYLES IN WOMEN'S APPAREL
body was
fitted to sit in the same room with positions set opposite their respective
brought to Las Vegas and will be
respectable men. He and his present names below, and that tneir compen- held in the office of Justice of Peace
backer, Holm O. Bursum, have all sation be and the same is hereby fix- Vigil until claimed by Sanchez's fame
but ruined the republican party in ed at the amount per day, also set
The coroner's Jury was comily.
Display of Women's New Dresses and Jacket Suits. A display-startintransaction of the business of the posed of Seferino Baca, David Sando(this state. From a republican mathe
with frocks for immediate wear, but soon crossing the borderland
under
Rodey
jority of thousands
posite their names below,
val, Jose A. Oallegos, Ramon Valerio,
dwindled
of
at
of
chief
the
$6.00
party
clerk,
Prank
strength
Stalpin,
summer, for with each spring more and more women are taking adNestor Sanchez, and Mersed Esquibel.
through three hundred odd majority per day.
5
No.
presidJudge Vigil of precinct
vantage of the social lull to choose early the dainty lingerie, silk and linen
assistant-oAie- f
for Andrews to a three thousand declerk, at
ftt the lnqueBt
frocks so much neerfed for warmer weather. A real
economy in many
feat under Bursum. Unless the in- $5.00 per day.
and
never
have
made
we
senses,
the
so
so com.
is
display
early
tempting
Andrews
of
Antonio
Bursum and
cubus
Fourchegu,
Monsignor
prehensive.
thrown off the republican party will cnapiam, i o.v v
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JIU'Washington
be absolutely ruined. We have had
uasimiro Liucero, sergeairt-ai-arin- ,
March 14. Senate: In
at $6.00 per day.
enough of these two men.
session 2 p. m. Eulogies on late Sen
In jBTder to prevent the election of
Lee F. Sanchez, assistant sergeant atof'Trye of Maine, delivered.
Andrews and the further domination atarms, at $5.00 per day.
Finance committee by 8 to 6 vote
of Bursum we strongly advise all
Ed. Lujan, reading clerk, at $5.00 ordered adverse report on house steel
clear thinking republicans to refuse per day.
10 Yards
tariff revision bill. Democrats will
SILK PETTICOATS
Look at Our Spring
EMBROIDERIES
absolutely to be bound by any caucus
L. E. Fish, reading clerk, at $5.00 present house bill in minority report.
BOOK FOLD PERCALE
ttiat will declare for Andrews. We per day.
I
Line of
House: Passed the senate joint
4.30 values now 2.98
advise that everything be smashed
1-- 4
F. Leyra, enrolling clerk, at $5.00 resolution prohibiting shipments of
and
Dark
Light
absolutely wide open and broken into per day.
arms to Mexico.
5.00 values now 3.98
pieces, deliberately, calmly and coldWOMEN'S HATS
PATTERNS
D. Trujillo enrolling clerk at $6.00
Bitter split among demoncrats apComplete Stock
ly, by the clean republicans in both per day.
bill
"free
debate
when
sugar"
peared
houses before they will permit New
at began, with democrats from cane and
7.50 values now 4.98 FRIDAY & SATURDAY
Will iLiewettyn stenosraphcr,
PRICES
Mexico to be disgraced by the elec- $6.00
day.
beet sugar producing states against
par
tion of Andrews to the United States
$6.00
at
10.00
values now 7.98
(10 yards limit)
Ida Smith, stenographer,
the measures.
$3.50 to $8.50
Only
enate. The rule of the harpies must
Chairman Underwood of ways and
per day.
'111
D. A. Ortega, stenographer, at $6.00 means committee presented minority
it
The
$3.50 and 4.00
25c
per day.
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per
$6.00
R.
MIL
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Baca, stenographer,
Representative Longworth pre
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seated a minority report opposing it
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day.
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$6.00
J. F. Htibbell, stenographer,
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Paymaster General Salffen, retired,
"
told Helm committee that Major Ray
Are the American people degenerat- per day.
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., stenographer,
ot $6.00 per had worked for presidential candiing, physically? Are present modes of
'
,
our
sice and working day.
dates other than President Taft.
life affecting

ability? Theee important problems
are discussed by Dr. Henry M Friedman In an article in a recent issue of
ESTABLISH ED tETE
The Journal ot the American Medical
PUBLISHED BY
Association, Dr. Friedman, who has
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
had five yean' experience as medical
(Incorporated
inspector at Ellis Island, gives the results of his observation of immigrants
M. M. PADGETT
EDITOR and their physical conffiton and then
considers the effect of present Ameri
can methods of living on future gener-atlonHe says that aside from the
Entered at the Poiiofflce at Bast effect on onr own physical stamina
Vegas. Nw Mexico, tor transmis-throug-h of the ingestion of a great number of
the United Stales Malta physically Inferior people, our own
mode of living is fast converting us
Into a race of Lilliputians. There is an
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
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The

gineer, returned this afternoon from
a short trip to the convict road camp
near Chapel le.
R. R. N'oyes, a prominent ranchman
of Sanchez, after being in Las Vegas
several days on business, left for his
home this morning.
Mrs. John Caldwell, who has been
in Las Vegas several days the guest
of her niece, Mrs. T. G. Ogden, left
this morning for her home in Topeka.
Mrs. Caldwell is on a return trip from
California.
Mrs. C. Babcock, accompanied by
several friends, passed through Las
Vegas this moraine In private car
Manana on delayed train No. 2 en
route from California to her home in

FANCY LACE

New York

AND

JABOTS
LATEST NOVELTIES IN
BELTS,
HANDBAGS,

SHIRTWAIST SETS,
LINK CUFF BUTTONS.

Hoffman & Graubarth.

Cafe De Luxe

HEPNER & BARNES,

MADAME

j

Props.

City.

SHERRY

during the trial, if our remedy fails

IN A CLASS BY

ITSELF
BEAUTIFUL
MUSICAL
PRODUC
TION TO DELIGHT LAS
VEGANS MARCH 27.

Sherry," the sensational
musical production of a decade, is to
be the attraction at the Duncan opera
house, March 27, this being one of the
cities included in the second transcontinental tour of this greatest of all
musical plays.
Each year in the theatrical world
there are just so many successful
the kind of play that immeplays
diately grips the public and causes it
to go to the theater night after night,
and applaud and enjoy the work of
the artistB appealing. Out of these
successes there is generally one
that strikes a note so much higher
that it stands practically atone. Such
was the case of "Madame Sherry."
Its success was, immediate and lasting, as was verified Dy the hundreds
of thousands who flocked to see it
whenever produced. Local theatergoers will learn with pleasure of
the engagement in this city and few
there are who will not avail themselves of the opportunity to see and
"Madame

tical test?
A most
scientific, common-senstreatment is Rexall Orderlies, which
are eaten like candy. They are very
pronounced, gentle and pleasant In
action, and particularly agreeable in
every way. They do not cause diarrhoea, nausea, flatulence, griping, or
other inconvenience. Rexall Orderlies are particularly good for children, aged and delicate persons.
We urge you to try Rexall Order- leis at our risk. Three sizes, 10c,
25c, and 50c. Remember, you can
get Rexall Remedies in this. commu
nity only at our store The Rexali
Store. E. G. Murphey.
e

It is expected that the management
of the Taft campaign In Michigan will
be placed in the hands of former Con
gressman Gerrit J. Dickens. For a
number of years Mr. Dickens was
chairman of the republican state
committee
of Michigan, and he is
said to have a better acqaintance
with the political situation in his
state than probably any other man.
He is a member and leader among the
Dutch settlers who predominate in
hear It
the southwestern part of the state,
who, naturally, might be expected to
Backache Almost Unbearable
favor Colonel Roosevelt on account
lf an almost certain result of kldne;. of his Dutch
ancestry.
trouble. D. Toomey, 80S E. Olhe St.,
suffered
"I
111.,
says:
Bloomington,
with backache and pains in my kid
Next to Congressman McKlnley,
neye which were almost unbearable
the most prominent of tne managers
I gave Foley Kidney Pills a good trial
and they done wonders for me. To in charge of the Taft national camday I can do a hard day's work and paign are W. Murray Orane, United
not feel the effects." O. G. Schaefer States senator from Massachusetts,
and Red Cross Drug Co.
and James A. Hemenway, former
United States senator from Indiana.
Everybody reads The Optic.
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SEEDS

LAS VEGAS, N. M.

See DR. HOUF

tE

Graduate Oculist
AND

Optician
My Work is Guaranteed
My Prices Reasonable.

OFFICE 506i GRAND AVENUE.

The

photographic and dramatic
Watch for further
art,
announcements,
-r, ir")

Science of
Selling

.

t,

to completely relieve you of consti
We take all the risk. You
pation.
are not obligated io us in any way
whatever, if you accept our offer.
Could anything be more fair for you?
Is there any reason why you sho'il'1
hesitate to put our claims to a prac-

RAIN

Distributing
Agents

j

TRIAL BEGINS
Independence, Kan., March 14. Introduction of evidence for the defense in the third trial of A. A. Trus-ketcharged withi the murder of J.
D. S. Neeley, was begun today.
It
was believed all the testimony would
be submitted by tomorrow.
YOU RISK NO MONEY
Our Reputation and Money are Back
of This Offer
We pay for all the medicine used

AND OPTICIAN.

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY

1

MURDER

and
REGULAR DINNERS

JEWELER

j

Company H will hold a special drill
this evening In the armory. All the
members of the organization are requested fo be present as it is necessary that the company make prepara! tions for the annual
inspection, which
! will occur In the near future.

SHORT ORDERS

MANUFACTURING

j

4

The Best

R.OBER.T J. TAUPERT.

1

The hospital board will meot with
Shank tomorrow evening at
All members are urged to be
present, as there Is important bus!
nessi to be Itransacted.

Always Something New.

You will Save Time by Having Your Work
Done in Las Vegas.

'

Mrs.
7:50.

PHONE MAIN 104

are fully equipped to Test Eves, Grind
Lenses Either to Oculists' Prescription or
to Match a Broken Lense, fit and Repair
Frames and Mounting:.
We

'

Santa Fe Superintendent P. L. Myers returned this morning on delayed
train No. 8 from Albuquerque. Mire.
Myers and Mrs. H. G. CoorB, who
went to Albuquerque Tuesday, came
in with Mrs. Myers this morning on
his private car.
Matt Gerkwasin Las Vegas yesterday from his farm near Cherryvale
on business, Mr. Gerk is preparing
to put out several acres In crops the
coming season, having had fine success with a smaller crop last year.
G. W. Elkins accompanied by his
wife and
several friends, passed
through Las Vegas this morning in
private car "Commonwealth" on delayed itraln No. 8 en route from California to his home in Philadelphia.
Mr. Elkins 1s a prominent capitalist
of Philadelphia and, with his friends,
has been on an extended trip to the
Fadflc coast.

COLLARS

IN OUR OPTICAL DEPARTMENT

PAID FOR

y

Phoue Maiu it

lowed to keep the fe as personal re- State of Ohio, city of Toledo,
Lucas County,
as.
muneration as it goes Into the general
Frank J. Cheney
makes oath
Mr.
the
county.
deficiency fund of
um ll AnJor
htt
Oaa
partner of" the flrfiT
Clark stated that the legality of
3t F. J. Cheney ft Co., doing business
treasurer's demand cannot be estab- in the City of Toledo, County and
AND lished
or disproved, in his opinion, ex State aforesaid, and that said Ann
will pay the sum of ONE HUNDRED
cept through a test case in the courts. DOLLARS
for each and
case of
He advised that the city ask the leg- Catarrh that cannot be every
sared by the
islature to pass a special act cutting use of HALL't CAT. "!H ( URE
FRANK J. CHENEY.
off the four per cent commission deSworn to before me and subscribed
manded by the treasurer. The matIn my presence, thlR 8th day of De(Continued from Page One)
ter was referred to Mr. Clark, who cember.
A. D. 1886.
was requested to report at the next
A. W. GLEASON.
(Seal)
Notary Public.
The adjustment of terms for the meeting as to the best method of
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken interpurchase of the old sewer system is
nally and acts directly
upon the
practically accomplished, nr. P. E.
blond and mucous surfaces of the
Olney, representing the stockholders
rystem Send for testimonials free.
MUTINOUS CONVICTS
P. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
of the old sewer company, met with
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
the council committee several weeks
Hall's Family Pills for con
KILL THE WARDEN stlTake
ago. Dr. Olney first argued that the
nation
stockholders
should be reimbursed
with the differences between the as-PENIDO YOU BELIEVE IN THE FUTURE
sessments of $20 per tot as estab-- j OUTBREAK IN NEBRASKA
TENTIARY RESULTS IN THREE
llshed byb the council, fn the new dis- OF LAS VEGA87
DEATHS
If you do you will want to take a
trict and the cost of connection with
the old sewer, which the stockhold- chance on two good business lots that
ers had to pay. However, Dr. Olney
Lincoln, Neb., March 14. -- Warden can be bought now for
$1200 00
agreed to turn the old sewer over to' James Delahunty, Deputy Warden
the city provided that the assessment Charles Wagoner and Guard A. G.
These lots will double in value as
against the stockholffers m the old dis- - Heilman of the state penitentiary soon as things begin to move. Buy
trict as they now appear on the as- - were killed by convicts in a riot to- them now for $1200.00.
&
sessment roll and had to he Included: day. Keeper Dooly was slightly THE INVESTMENT
AGENCY
In the assessment list of the new dis-- wounded.
CORPORATION, Georse A. Fleming,
trict be eliminated. And as it neces- - The convicts overpowered a guard,
Manager.
sary that the old sewer company be eeized his revolver and wttih it atdisincorporated, the city agreed to tacked the penitentiary officers. Delstand the cost of such proceeding.
ahunty, Wagoner and Heilman were
In regard to the line of sewer built fatally shot and died within half an
by the board of regents of the New1 hour following the outbreak.
When news of the murders reached
Mexico Normal University from the
site of the building to Seventh street the State capital a call was Immethe council committee reported at a diately sent to police headquarters
meeting held September 7, last, and a squad of police departed at
that a final settlement had been once for the penitentiary. Company
reached by the board of regents and F of the National Guard was ordered
the council committee, such settle- - cut. The insurrection started about
The riot was quelled at
ment being that the board turn over 2 o'clock.
tne Normal sewer lwe to the city in 3 p. m. State, county and oity officonsideration that the assessment of cers sitarted at. once for the peniten$601.12 as levied agarast the institu- tiary upon learning of itihe outbreak.
tion be eliminated from the assessELECTION PROCLAMATION.
ment Toll. A certified copy of this
I, as mayor do hereby give notice
as
report
appears on the council pro- that an election will
be held la the
Announcement
ceedings has been furnished to the
of Las Vegas, State of New MexCity
secretary of the board of regents, Mr.
Extraordinary
ico, on Tuesday, April 2nd, 1912, as
M. W. Browne.
TAKE pleasure in
provided by law, for the purpose of
CHARLES TAMME,
1BB announcing to the
a
terra
for
of
two
the
mayor
electing
natrons of our theatre
City Clerk.
years; a city clerk for the term of
jhat we have been able to
The council last night was present- two
arrange, at great expense.
years; a city treasurer for the
ed with a notice from the office of term of two
an exhibition of belig I
one alderman for
years;
Greatest Moving Picture
E. Romero, county treasurer and colthe First ward for a term of four
Masterpiece
tax
sewer
the
the
that
lector,
against
years; one alderman for the Second
city hall was due. This brought up a ward for a term of four years; one
lively discussion. It was stated to alderman for the Third ward for a
Tn three reeliV with Mis
the council that the county treasurer term of tour years, and one alderman
Mabel Taliaferro, one of the
la demanding a fee of four per cent for the Fourth ward for a term of
highest priced stars of the
for the collection of the sewer lev- four
American stage in the name
years.
ies. City Attorney Herbert Clark depart. This production 'it
Done this thirteenth (13th) day of
beyond doubt the ultimate
clared he did not believe the treasMarch, A. D. 1912.
achievement of the world's
urer was entitled to this fee as the
K. D. GOODALL,
greatest picture maker, and
we are indeed fortunate, 'in
tax Is a special levy. It was stated
Attest:
Mayor.
able to present to you
being
further that that official Is not al CHAS. TAMME Cler- kthis superb masterpiece of

COMPLETE

H. D. Burrell of the forest service,
went to Albuquerque yesterday on
bust new.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfredo Trujillo rami
in yesterday afternoon
from their
home In W'atrous.
Herman C. Ilfeld was In Albuquerand today in the Inque yestt-rdaterests of the Charles Ilfeld company.
W. R. Smytbe, state good roads en-

CO.

DRUG

WINTERS

FIVE

14, 1912.

!

I

The man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription filling. Every
our
prescription leaving
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

MARCH

SEWER SYSTEM IS

PERSONALS

Prescrlptionlsf

THURSDAY,

CDLUWIST RATES

loo

ARIZONA CALIFORNIA. MEXICO
AND THE NORTHWEST.

most

include a means of presenting

the

proposition to the greatest number
of prospective buyers. To reach this
class in the southwest use the

Farms

THE BROWNE

TO

If it may be termed a science

OPTIC
WANT COLUMNS

THEATRE

N

On Sale March 1st. to April 15th.
PHOENIX,

LOS ANGELES,

SAN DIEGO,

'

SAN FRANCISCO AND INTERMEDIATES.

$25.00

Capital Paid in

LIBERAL STOP OVER
PRIVILEGE.

For Further Information Gall on or Write

a
J. It.

CUNNINGHAM,

FRANK SPRINOEH,

BO

w

1.

n

tai

payv.

.

a.aw

aya

w

a Wm

Vs d

President

W ffl

D. L. BATCHELOR

mi

Surplus
$50,000.00

$100,000.00

t.

a

HOSKINS.

LAS VEGAS
INTEREST

PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

Las Vegas Servings Bank
Capital Stock, $30,000.00
Office with the Sao Miguel National Bank

SEE! This fine Dinner
Set for 5 Coupons from
AND
$3.90
EMPRESS Flour CASH
RBQULA KMTAIL VALUM. S1B.OO
W. purchased several carloads of this beantlfol dinner-Tar- .,
and oat
large pnrohase enabled the manufacturer to give oa an exclqstve design
and a very low price. W. are charging part of the coat to ''advertising
and only ask too to pay a percentage of the actual coat of aha
expense,"
set. It la of a beautiful "Cosmos" design and cannot be dnpUsated in
quality for leaa than 14 in any retail china store. It la guaranteed by both
the manufacturer and ourselves.
There Is a coupon In every sack ot LARABEB'S Flour. Send ua five
coupons and CI.M In cash, draft, postal or express money order, and we will
send you one of these beautiful seta by freight. Address coupons and 'remittance to The Chin. Department of the Lara bee Flour Mills Company,
Hutchinson, Kansas. Be sure to write your name and address plainly.
The coupons In LABABEB'S Flour are also good for Rogers' BUverwara
and other valuable premiums. Ask for descriptive circular.

EMPRESS,
-MILLED

you know, is

that

"Mighty-Good-

"

GERMAN-

Flour that makes Baking a Delight.

ALL GROCERS
BY

Try a Sack You'll Like it.

Wm. G. Haydon
H. W. Kelly
D. T.

Hoskins

wi

President
Vice President
Treasurer

Interest Paid on Deposits

EVERYBODY
Reads the Optic

Cashiar.

LAB VE0A8 DAILY OPTIC, THUR8DAY,
A Cold

U

MARCH 14, 1918.

E stray Advertisement
scribed estray animal was taken up by
TO DISCUSS CANAL EFFECTS.
Notice to hereby given to whom it FeUpe V aides, Dumbarton, N. M., Feb.
Chicago, m, March 14. The probweaken the its able effects of the Panama canal
bang
upon may concern that the following de 13, 1912.
and lower the vital resistance.
ex- scribed eetray animal was taken up by
One sorrel stallion 4
commerce
to
be
is
railroads
and
row Money and Tar Compound U a
reliable medicine that stops the cough haustively discussed by the National R. F. Donaldson, Cedar Vale, N. M., high.

The

Pneumonl.
Grippe,
H too often the faUl imiww, and
Mfc that
on

To-wl- t:

promptly
by healing the cause Industrial Traffic league at Its spring
aoothee the Inflamed air passages,
and checks the cold. Keep always on meeting in this city. The discussonof
Is to be participated in by shippers
hand. Refuse substitutes.
O. O.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
freight throughout the country. It is
said to bo probable that the league
THIS 18 EASY
will go on record In favor of certain
It is easy for prospective hostesses rules to govern the management of the
to find pretty trophies at the Bally canal.
Curio store, which to selling all china
at cost for a limited time. Even If COUNTRY LIFE CONFERENCE.
you are not entertaining during Lent
Phladelphia. Pa., March 14. Th.
you can find a nice piece of China for first country life conference to be
use when the society whlrly begins lefd in Pennsylvania assembled for a
once more. The stock la large and three-dasession in this city today,
there is much room for selection
with a number of noted educators, agricultural experts, railrpad officials
If you want to get the want you and others In attendance. The conferwant to get, you want to get your ence meets under the auspices of the
want In a want getter. The Optic Pennsylvania Rural Progress Associawants you to get the want you want tion, which was formed recently to ex
to get Try the ' Want Ads" and see plolt country life and to improve its
conditions.
PURE STIMULANTS
Should be a part of the equipment HONOR MEMORY OF SEN. FRYE.
of every properly stocked home.
Washington, D. C, March 14. ExOur stock of whiskies Is pure and is ercises commemorative
of the life,
un equaled for medicinal purposes.
character and public works of the late
It Is particularly suited for family Senator William P. Frye of Maine,
use. We carry a full line of excellent were held In the senate chamber thlB
wines. Home trade a specialty. The afternoon.
Eulogies were pronounced
Opera Bar, Charles Farley, proprietor. by all of the members of the Maine
delegation In congress and by Senators
DO YOU KNOW WHY
Bailey of
Lodge of Massachusetts,
The Lobby is such a popular meetTexas, Cullom of Illinois. Calllnger of
ing place for men? The answer Is New Hampshire, SSssV of Missouri,
easy. It handles the best wines and Simmons of North Carolina, and a
liquors for sale in Las Vegas and is number of other friends and admirers
in a convenient location, on the corner of
Senator Frye.
opposite the Santa Fe station. A big
line of the best cigars In always in
MINNESOTA TEACHERS MEET.
stock. Laubach & Benjamin, proprieRochester, Minn., March 14. Every
tors.
arriving train today brought delegates
and visitors to the annual convention
THERE'S NO EXCUSE
nf the Southeastern Minnesota Edua
bed.
For
For sleeping on a poor
Association. The convention
cational
very reasonable Investment you can
formal
has
its
opening tonight and the
as
well
enjoy your sleeping hours as
a millionaire. We axe selling the sessions will continue over tomorrow
the noted edupopular brass beds cheaper than ever and Saturday. Among
before. We have many styles In the cators on the programes are Presiof
bright and satin finish, line mat dent Vincent of the University
President Maxwell of the Wi0.
tresses, springs and pillows. J
nona Normal School, Professor M. V.
Johnsen & Son
O'Shea of the University of WisconDEMOCRATS ATTENTION
sin, and Dr. Nathaniel Battler, dean of
A mass meeting of the democrats the department of education of the
of the City of Ias Vegas Is called for University of Chicago.
Thursday evening at 7:30 p. m.,
March 14 at the Oity Hall to discuss
CANADA 8TART8 rNITIAL TRIP.
"ins for the coming city election. All
Naples, March 14. The new Fabre
ocrats are urged to be present.
line steamship Canada, recently com!'.y order of the City Central com-- i pleted at the shipbuilding yards at
(tee.
Toulon, Balled from Naples today on
P. D. M'ELROY, Chairman her maiden trip to New York. The
i
R(MC H. HCVKER, Secretary.
ship will be employed regularly In the
service. She
New
JOHN CHINAMAN
Is of 14,000 tons and modern equip1
ually Is caricatured as a laundry-man- , ment in every respect.
but in all China there is no man
who has reduced the business of launWERE YOU PREPARED
dering to the exact science that have
For the sudden blizzard that at
modern inventors. The Las Vegas scended from the north Monday night?
Steam Laundry has one of the linest Were your coal bins full? If not call
laundries in New Mexico. The work up the Coors Lumber company and
and the servico rendered Is the best order fuel. Orders will be filled with; roof.
out delay.
Min-nesot-

i

EASTER

IS COMING.

Lent is a good time for ladies to
reflect on what kind of a hat they
are going to get for Easter. Remem
ber Mrs. Frank S trass Is arranging for
her spring opening, at which will be
displayed all the latest shapes and
models In the season's millinery. The
wonderful millinery display will be an
event of importance. Mrs. Frank
stress, milliner, Douglas avenue.

SOLID LEATHER SHOES.
Very much talked but very little in
evidence except in case of high prices.
Yet in spite of the fact we have succeeded in getting an excellent line of
all leather shoes for boys that to
great In value for a little money.
Prices 9 to 13, $1.00; 13 to 2, $1.25;
2
to
$1.50. For misses and children at same prices.

5,

HEDGCOCKB.

movement
The "Child's Welfare"
of
as challenged the attention
thoughtful people everywhere. Mothers are natural supporters, and will
find in Foley's Honey and Tar Com- CHICHESTER S PILLS'
BRAND.
J
pound a most valuable aid. Coughs
VniuM for A
T7t?V I edl'ii Ak jour
IflnmnntT MrAndV
and colds that unchecked lead to &NjUl& I'lll. In Itt! mij
icta!HcV
with Ulue KIbtton.
croup, bronchitis and pneumonia yield Tak --?fiJ t.oxrs.
Toke no hr. liny or your V
1l
1
to
the
and
"
AT
soothing I e
AsKfraOiri.CiIEfl.TEHS
!'Cal"thealing
quickly
UlAMOMI ItR M)
iu.h, for ler.
qualities of Foley's Honey and Tar AW
J? year known as Lest, Vest, Always
Reliable
' . i
Cot; pound. O. G. Schaefer and Red
uvuiuroc
Co.
Cross Drug
1

CHAS. LEWIS
TAILOR FOR MEN
Everything Made at Home.

Stylish and

Up-to-da-

Febrv.ry

24,

1912.

One bay horse, 12 or 16
years, 900 lbs., 18 hands.
To-wl-

Branded
On left shoulder

Branded
On left ribs
Said animal being unknown to this
Uoard, unless claimed by owner on or
before March 28, 1912, said date being

Bring in Your Cleaning and Pressing

To-wi- t:

"Io-wl- t:

To-wi- t:

To-wi- t:

To-wl- t:

tvj

One blak horse, 20
old, 600 lbs., 14 hands.

Branded

VMS lbs. or More, Been Delivery
LOW
to MM Iba, Bash Delivery
tea ta LOOt iba, lash Delivery
60 Iba to 20 iba. Each Delivery .

te

is,

Leas Then W Iba, Each Delivery

AG

U A

.......,

Mc per 1S0
tse per 1M
M par 1M
40s per 1M
Ma per 1M

lbs.
Ike.

Iba
Iba
Iba

PDRA COMPANY

Harvesters, Store rs and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
Famous Office 701 Douglas Avenue.

see

WANT

BEST

GOODS

COLUMN
CLASSIFIED

ADVER-

TISEMENTS
Five cents per line each Insertion.
Estimate alx ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy less space than two
Unas. All
advertisements
charged
will be booked at apace
actually set,
without reaard to numh,,
Cash In advance preferred.

,j.

Ill

company has a large supply of pure,
home rendered lard. This cannot be
beat for quality. Try it and your
years
cooking that requires shortening will
be excellent.

Branded
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before March 28, 1912, said date being
10 days after last appearance of this
advertisement, said eetray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE 8ANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st pub. March 7, las', pub.
'

YOU CANNOT SUCCEED
Mrs. Housewife, in making good pies
or other good things unless you have
good lard. The Las Vegas Mercantile

Marl8.

'12

Estray Advertisement
Notice to hereby given to whom It
may concern that the following de

HANDLED

NO. f, A. F. A KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
Regular com- ..NO. 804. Meets second and foarta
Thursday to O. R C. hall. Pioneej
munication first and

LODGE
A.

FOR

AND REGULAR DINNERS

OBTAINABLE ALWAYS

SOCIEf. AND BUSINESS' DIRECTORY
CHAPMAN

RATES

MIL

RESTAURANT AND

HORT ORDER

THE

mvmm

M.

building.
Visiting members are car
third Thursday in eaea
month. Visiting brothdially Invited. W. R. Tipton, G. K.J
E. P. Mackrl, F. S.
ers cordially invited
N. O. Herman, W. M.; D. R. Murray,
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Secretary.
Meet in the forest of brotherly
love
at Woodmen of the WorM
LA8 VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
on
the second and fourth Frihall,
n KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
month at 8 p. m. C. Claj
of
each
day
conclave second Tues-SsbbVtott-lnG. Laemmle, Clerk.
Consul;
day in each month at Mawelare
especially
neighbors
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. CD.
come and cordially Invited.
Boucher, S. C; Chaa Tamme, Re
corder.
F. O. E. Meets first and third Tuesday evenings each month, at WoodLA 8 VEGAS CHAPTER No. 3, ROYAL
man hall. Visiting Brothers corM'.SONS Regular convoca- ARCH
dially Invited to attend. A. M.
first Monday in each
Adler, President; E. C. Ward, Secat Masonic
retary.
at 7:80 p. m. M. R.
H. P.; F. O.
DENTISTS.
Secretary.

Otion

DR. E. L. HAMMOND

OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN

2.

Wanted
WANTED To buy six or
bronze turkey hens. Phone
5141, Chris A. Goke.

eight
Olive

CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E. Suit
8. Meets first and third Fridays in
Masonlo Temple Mrs. T. B. Bowen,
Worthy Matron; James O. Rutledge
Worthy Patron; Mrs. George Tripp,
Secretary. Phone Main 329, 120
Grand avenua

RANSFORD

4,

Dentist
Crockett Building. Has puoa
at office and residence.

ATTORNEYS

HUNKER
Geo. H. Hunker

A

HUNKER

Chester

Attorneys at

WANTED

A.

Hunkar

Law.
New Mexto

NO.
LODGE
Well furnished house by EL DORADO
1,
Las Vegas,
KNI GHT8 OF
PYTHIAS
reliable family of adults. Address
Meets
W., Optic.
very Monday era
PHYSICIANS
ning in Castle Hall.
GIRL WANTED One that Is steady
Visiting Knights are
H. W. HOUF, D. O., M. D.
and not afraid of work. None other
invited.
cordially
need apply. Potter's Candy Store.
C'nas. E. Liebsoh-nle- r,
Physician and Surgeon
Chancellor I treat all kinds of diseases, but
WANTED Position as stenographer
Commander. Harry make a specialty of eye, ear, nose an
and bookkeeper by young lady of
Martin, Keeper of throat, and the fitting of glasses.
Phones: Office, Main 46; Residence
Records and Seal.
experience. Address 2070 American
343.
Vegas
avenue, Long Beach, Calif.
Office: 506tt Grand Avenue,
705 Sixth Street
oaldencs:
FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
NO.
102 Meets every Monday night at
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglas avenue, at
LOCAL TIME CARD
FOR RENT Eight rooms or less at 8 o'clock.
Visiting members are
B.
E.
own price Apply after school. 1209
welcome.
cordially
Gehring,
Mora avenue.
EAST BOUND
president; X T. Buhler, secretary;
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
Arrive
Depart
FOR RENT 3 rooms for housekeepNo. 2
9:10 p. m.
9:15 p. tx,
m
11:10 p.-ing, bath and toilet. Call at Optic. J. E.
R03ENWALD LODGE NO. 545, No. 4.... 11:06 p
1:15 a. m
1:25 a m
No. 8
I. O. of B, B. Meets every
first
FOR RENT Nicely furnished front
m
No. 10
2:10 p. n
1:45
p.
Tuesday of the month in the vestry
room, ground floor, modern; reasonrooms of Temple Monteflore at 8
able. 808 Main street.
WEST BOUND
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are
No. 1
1:20 p. m
1:45 p. m
Isaac
Invited
cordfr.Uy
Appel,
FOR RENT 2 room furnished house
3
m
a.
No.
6:10
6:15
p. m
President; Charles Green clay, Sec921 Lincoln avenue.
No. 7
4:5U p. m
4:40 p. m
retary.
No. 9
6:35 p. m
7:00 p. m

9E

For Rent

For Sate
FOR SALE 1000 acres land situated
two miles south of El Porvenir, N.
M. All enclosed by a four wire
fence. Three spring affording a
good supply of water. Good crops
raised every year regardless of rain,
sufficient for the maintenance of
three families. Its actual value, $10
per acre, but will sell for J6.00 per
acre if taken at once.
Address,
Margarite Romero, Las Vegas, or
El Porvenir, N. M.
FOR SALE 100 pigeons at 30c u
pair, 50
thoroughbred
Belgian
Hares. Phone Olive 5141, or call
905
National avenue. Chris A.
Goke.

To-wi- t:

On left shoulder

RETAIL PRICES

......

THE LOBBIf

To-wl- t:

1912.

WILL DOLL BUILDING

THE OPTIC

To-wl- t:

To-wl- t:

603 LINCOLN

Branded
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before March 28, 1912, said date being
10 days after last appearance of this
advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Albuquerque, N. M.

10 days after Inst appearance of this
advertisement, said estray will be sold 1st pub. March 7, last pub. Mar 18, '12
by this Board for the benefit of the
Ettray Advertisement
owner when found.
Notice is hereby given to whom it
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
nay concern that the following
Albuquerque. N. M.
estray animal was taken up by
1st pub. March 7, last pub. Mar. 18, '12
Malaqulas Martinez, Taos, N. M., February 3, 1912.
Estray Advertisement
One red bull, 7 years old,
Notice Is hereby given to whom It
may concern that the following de 1300 lbs.
Branded
WSM
i ribed estray animal was taken up by
On left hip
J
W. W. Wesley. Sehroeeder, N. M.,
1912.
to
this
Said animal being unknown
February 28,
One bay mare, 18 years Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before March 28, 1912, said date being
700 lbs., 12 hands,
10 days after last appearance of this
Branded
On left shoulder
advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
Branded
iwner when found.
On left hip
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
to
this
Said animal being unknown
Albuquerque, N. M.
Hoard, unless claimed by owner on or 1st
pub. March 7, last pub. Mar. 18, '12
before March 28, 1912, said date being
10 days after last appearance of this
Estray Advertisement
advertisement, said estray will be sold.
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
by this Board for the benefit of the may concern that
the following demvner when found.
scribed estray animal was taken up by
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
M. G. Keenan, Springer, N. M., March
Albuquerque, N. M.
I, 1912.
1st pub. March 7, last pub. Mar. 18. '12
One sorrel mare, 12 or 14
vears old, 850 lbs., 13 hands.
Estray Advertisement
Branded
fSS
Notice Is hereby given to whom It
On left shoulder
jfln
may concern that the following de
Said animal being unknown to this
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
U. G. McCall, Las Cruces, N. M Febbefore March 28, 1912, said date being
ruary 23, 1912.
10 days after last appearance of this
One sorrel horse, 12 years,
said estray will be sold
advertisement,
14
750 lbs.,
hands.
by this Board for the benefit of the
Branded
mm owner when found.
EE
On toft hip
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Said animal being unknown to this
Albuquerque, N. M.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
1st pub. March 7, last pub. Mar. 18, '12
before March 28, 1912, said date being
10 days after last appearance of this
Estray Advertisement
advertisement, said estray will be sold
Notice Is hereby given to whom It
by this Board for the benefit of the may concern that the
following deowner when found.
scribed estray animal was taken up by
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
A. F. Pate, Mills, N. M., February 20,
Albuquerque, N. M.
1912.
1st pub. March 7, last pub. Mar. 18, '12
One red cow, about 5 years
700 lbs., 4
feet.
old,
Estray Advertisement
Branded
Notice Is hereby given to whom It
On left hip
may concern that the following deSaid animal being unknown to this
scribed estray animal was taken up by
M. G. Keenan, Springer, N. M., March Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before March 28, 1912, said date being
5, 1912.
10 days after last appearance of this
One bay mare, 8 or 10
said estray will be sold
advertisement,
years, 750 lbs., 12 hands.
by this Board for the benefit of the
Branded
m
A VV owner when found.
On toft shoulder
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
r-Branded
r
Albuquerque, N. M.
On left hip
1st pub. March 7, last pub. Mar. 18, '12
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it
before March 28, 1912, said date being
10 days after last appearance of this may concern that the following deadvertisement, said estray will be sold scribed estray animal was taken up by
by this Board for the benefit of the W. G. Kobold, Mcintosh, N. M., Febowner when found.
ruary 3, 1912.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
One bay mare, 6 years old,
650 lbs., 13 hands.
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st pub. March 7, last pub. Mar. 18, '12
Branded
J L
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to this
Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it Board, unless claimed by owner on or
may concern that the following de- before March 28, 1912, said date being
scribed estray animal was taken up by 10 days after last appearance of this
U. G. McCall, Las Cruces, N. M., Feb idvertisement, said
estray will be sold
ruary 23, 1912.
by this Board for the benefit of the
One dark bay mare,
15 owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
years, 650 lbs., 13 hands.
Branded
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st pub. March 7, last pub. Mar. 18, 12
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to this
R. G. Collins, postmaster, Barnegat,
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before March 28, 1912, said date being N. J., was troubled with a severe la
He says: "I would
grippe cough.
10 days after last
appearance of this be
exhausted after each
completely
advertisement, said estray will be sold fit of violent coughing.
I bought a
by this Board for the benefit of the bottle of Foley's Honey and Tar Comowner when found.
pound and before I had taken It all
the coughing spells had entirely ceas
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
ed. It can't be beat,' O. G. Schae
Albuquerque, N. M.
fer and Red Cross Drug Co.
1st pub. March 7, last pub. Mar. 18, '12

Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom It
may concern that the following de
scribed estray animal was taken up by
A. E. Sprlggs, Stanley, N. M., Feb. 24,

te

ft

Ml

FOR SALE Good team of mares In
foal, suitable for all kinds of farm
work, or will trade for cattle. J. A.
Raycroft, Watrous, N. M.

FOR

SALE Buff Plymouth Rock
baby chicks, $12 per 100. Orders
filled till July 1. Mrs. M. B. Stevens, Humboldt, Kan.

I. O.

O. F., LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
Meets every Monday evening at
their hail on Sixth street. All visit1.

How Cold Causes Kidney Disease
Partly by driving blood from the
ing brethren cordially invited to at- surface and congesting the kidneys,
tend. J , D. Fridenstlno, N. G.; and partly by throwing too much work
them. Foley Kidney Pills
Frank Fries, V. G.; T. M. Elwood, upon
strengthen the kidneys, give tone to
Karl
Secretary;
Wertz, Treasurer; the urinary organs and restore the
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
normal action of the bladder. They
are tonic in action, quick In results,
try them. O. G. Schaefer and Red
B. P. 0. ELKS Meets second
a
Cross Drug Co.
fourth Tuesday evening of
You can say goodbye to constipaat O. R. C. hall.
Vlsltlr
tion with a clear conscience If you
brothers are cordially invited. G
use Chamberlain's Tablets. Many
H. Hunker, Exalted Ruler: D
have been permanently cured by their
Condon, Secretary.
use. For sale by all druggists.

'

Crystal Ice Co
Pure Ice
PHONE MAIN 227

Aocm UTr M.IDITV
An expert chemist has tested the

candles manufactured Dy "Potters and!
has discovered that they are abso
The
lutely free from adulteration.
coloring matters used are strictly vegetable and harmless, even in the
cheaper grades of confections. Potters on Douglas avence is the home
of the best Ice cream, soda water and
candy in Las Vegas.

Vou Judge a man not by what he
promises to do, but by what he has
done. That Is the only true test
SPRING 13 COMING
Mrs. Wallto, the milliner, has re- Chamberlain's Cough Remedy Judged
ceived an advance showing of spring by this standard has no superior. Peo
pie everwhere speak of it in the highstyles in millinery. The designs are est terms of praise. For sale by all
beautiful and modish.
Now to the druggists.
time to have your hats remodeled for
Children are much more likely to
spring. Mrs- Wallto to prepared to
do such work quickly and satisfactor- contract the contagious diseases when
they have colds. Whooping cough,
ily at her store on Sixth street
diphtheria, scarlet fever and consumption are diseases that are often conMany suffereres from rheumatism tracted when the child has a cold.
have been surprised and delighted That is why all medical authorities
with the prompt relief afforded hv say beware of colds. For the quick
applying Chamberlain's Liniment. Not cure of colds you will find nothing betone case or rheumatism in ten re- ter than Chamberlain's Cough Remquires any internal treatment what edy. It can always be depended upever, mis liniment Is for sale bv on and Is pleasant and safe to take.
all druggists.
For sale by all rugglsts.

ANT Ads

Are Best

Market Finders
Classified ads. search out thepeople to whom
among all
the particular thing-i- worth most.
That property yon want to sell is WORTH MOST to someone who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper, want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of
any
sort, and musical instruments.
of those who MIGHT BUY

s

As the classified ads. are read by all possible
buyers, of a
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders' of the
best markets!

LAS VEGA8 DAILY OPTIC,
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MARCH 14, 1912.

THE OPTIC DOES JOB PRINTING.
The Optic's Job Department is Equip
ped to do Any Kind of Job Printing.

DO YOU NEED BUSINESS

DO YOU NEED OFFICE

OR CALLING CARDS?

STATIONERY?

The Optic Can Furnish Them,

The Optic Can Furnish it.

ARE YOU GOING TO HAVE A PUBLIC

SALE MR. FARMER?

The Optic Can Furnish The Sale Bills,
Are You Going to Make Reduction in Certain
Lines, Mr. Merchant?
The Optic Can Furnish You With Handbills
And Advertising Space, a Combination That
Cannot be Beat For Successful Results. j

S

Have You a Book or Catalogue
To be Published?
The Optic is Prepared to do Book Work.

Blank and Loose Leaf Books Can
ways be Obtained of The Optic

Al-

The Job Department is Presided Over by an Expert Commercial
Printer And is Supplied With The Most Modern Machinery.

XX
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Prices Are The Lowest Consistent
With the Best of Labor and Material.

LET US FIGURE ON YOUR NEXT JOB,

The Optic Publishing Co
PHONE MAIN 2.

ill

